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SANTA """BP'
47. SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1910 SO 80
FINAL DAYS DEMOCRATS II TROUBLE PRE-HISTOB- IC OF
OF IKE III MO FEi H LAS
Important Apropriations and Nothing Seems to Suit Them Authorities Deny That There Some Light on a uuesuon oiaienooa nag rrom na Is American Boy, Declares
Other Legislation Are In Management of Natio-
nal
Is Any But They Are of Intense Local tional Capitol Will Be Judge A. L, Morrison at
Being Passed Affairs Very Active Interest Raised There Commencement
CATRON IS HOMEWARD BOUND MIES MUI PI1II PtEOItlEO UPRISING SUNDAY LEiSM OF HE S1EEE1I SILEIIIIS BRIDGE IE1BT ARCHBISHOP P1TAVAL PRESIDES
Troops Dispatched From Guay-ma- s
to Manzanillo to
Seize Arms.
Secured Important Changes in
Statehood Bill as Finally
Drafted.
An Finest Memorial Structure MarkDoctor Edgar L. Hewett,
Authority, Tells
About It.
Income Tax and Popular Elec-
tion of Senators Is
Endorsed.
ing Old Santa Fe
Trail.
The skeleton found in making the- Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell of LasSpecial to tlhe New Mexican.
Washington, June 22. Delegate
Dayton, Ohio, June 22 The Ohio
Democratic state convention today
Cananea, Mexico, June 22. One
hundred and twenty additional troops
reached here yesterday, and two hun
excavation for Sylvanus Morley's Vegas, is iu Santa Fe todav on legal
ho,- - on La Garita hill mentioned in , businrt5Sl for lne Atchison. Topeka andAndrews continues to receive many renominated Judsou Harmon for gov dred more are en route from Hermo--telegrams of congratulations upon his Santa Fe Railway Company, havingernor by acclamation. It passed a sillo. The Mexico officials still deny
that they expect trouble but add that
they wish to be prepared to offer ev
resolution endorsing him as a candi
last evening's New Mexican, was turn-
ed over to tlie Museum of American
Archaeology, and Director Edgar L.
Hewett after making an examination
of the specimen has made the follow-
ing statement concerning it:
"The skeleton is that of an Indian
woman, probably under twenty years
of age at death. The cranium and
ery possible protection to Americans
and property interests here in case of
arrived from Albuquerque. He will
leave this evening for his home in the
Meadow City. Hon. W. H. Andrews
has wired Colonel Twitchell that he
will bring with him to be raised on
the Fourth of July at Las Vegas the
flag which floated over the National
an uprising on Sunday. It is not now
date for President in 1912, and voted
down the proposition to endorse him
as a candidate for U. S. Senator. The
latter was endorsed by William J.
Bryan, and the Cleveland delegation
fought ardently in favor of it, but
believed, (however, that an uprising
will occur as the government is fully
some of the long bones were recov- - j Capitol the day the House of Repre- -prepared. All Cananea stores are
forbidden to sell arms or ammunition.
Trouble at Manzanillo Too.
And Pins Medals on St. Michael's
Boys As Vast Audience
Applauds.
"The American hoy is greater and
more to be envied than an English
duke, because the American boy has
tlhe privilege when he reaches the age
of 21, of electing his ruler and the
Congress that makes the laws, where-
as the English duke has to accept as
his sovereign some one who has fall-
en heir to the crown."
This was the declaration, made
midst prolonged cheering, by the Hon.
Judge A. L. Morrison in his address
last nig'ht in Loretto auditorium where
the fifty-fir- annual commencement
exercises of St. Michael's College
were held, in the presence of a large
audience and presided over by His
Grace, Archbishop Pitaval.
The exercises began at S o'clock
when the college orchestra played a
stirring march and those who arrived
a minute or two late found the large
auditorium packed with the friends
of the youths who were to receive the
honors they had striven for during
the collegiate year just ended.
Near the stage were seated the
Archbishop, with the vicar general,
the Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
Father Bobst Father Besset, Father
Pugens and Father Derasches, at his
right, and Brother James, the presi
ered. The stature was low, not to
exceed five feet, and the muscular de-
velopment rather small. The teeth
Harmon was opposed and the conven-
tion which is strongly for Harmon, as
is evidenced by tlhe honors heaped
sentatives passed the bill giving state-
hood to New Mexico. This flag will
float in Las Vegas on July 4 It wasNogales, Ariz., June 22. It was re
ported here that Mexican troops haveupon him, voted against the Bryan
idea. The convention, adopted a plat-
form, which in substance follows:
been dispatched from Guaymas to
were in good condition, tne iuu num-,o- n August 15, 184G, that an Amer-be- r
being present, the wisdom teeth j ican flag first floated in tnat city the
having the appearance of having been nlorning of tne entry of General Kear- -Manzanillo where arms have been
seized and many arrests made.The platform favors legislation lim recenuy cut. me siuui is gieuwy!nv and the American Armv of the
flattened at the back on the right Uvest. On the Fourth the people of
success in passing the staienooo. mu.
Had Andrews not been here the state-
hood bill would not have been passed.
Delegate Andrews working on the
floor of the Senate secured the pass-
age of an extra $20,000 for the Albu-
querque federal building, also $15,000
each for sites at Las Vegas and Las
Cruces, thus insuring early buildings
at those places. Andrews secured
25,000 copies of the statehood law for
distribution in New Mexico.
The postal savings, tlhe $20,000,000
irrigation certificates, the land with-
drawal bills are to be passed and will
be followed by the publicity of politic-
al contributions bill, thus with state-
hood carrying out all planks of the
Republican national platform.
The next Rough Riders reunion will
be held in Arizona. Roosevelt will be
the orator of the day.
Delegate Andrews secured not only
tne flag with a certificate that it
waved over the capital the day tlhe
House concurred in the Beveridge
statehood bill but also the pens used
by Speaker Cannon and Vice Presi-
dent Sherman in signing the bills as
well as the quill with which the Presi-
dent signed the word "Taft" on the
bill. These together with a photo-
graph of the notable scene at the
White House when the bill was sign
iting the hours of women workers. It
demands a revision of the "present
unjust and oppressive tariff reducing
sine, mis aruiiciai aeioruiauou ui ,no Vt)r.,u ,vi HoliiMt thQ hoaHr,
rates so as to lower prices imposed
on consumers, the need of revenue 1 1
the skull was characteristic of all the
ancient tribes of the Rio Grande val-
ley. It was doubtless caused by the
binding of the head upon the cradle
board in infancy. It is a typical
skull the long narrow
type. This is of especial interest be-
cause of ihe fact that the Pueblo In-
dians of the present day are predom-
inantly brachyeephalic short, broad-heade-
there being from fifteen to
$40,000 concrete bridge over the s,
the finest memorial structure
marking the Old Santa Fe Trail any-
where between Independence, Mo.,
and Santa Fe. Hon. T. B. Catron
will deliver the memorial address
Delegate Andrews. Governor Mills
and other territorial officials will be
present. Excursion rates will be in
effect and a big crowd is expected
from Santa Fe and other portions of
for the economical conduct of the gov-
ernment must be guided by this prin-
ciple instead of the demands of fav-
ored interests," it expresses belief in
the conservation of natural resources
and denounces the administration, es-
pecially Secretary of the Interior Bal- -
Work on Reservoir No. 3 Is
Progressing Favorably and
With Expedition dent of the college and other personsof distinction at his left.
linger, for dismissing from the pub-
lic service, tried and true officers
whose only aim was the preservation
to the people of such resources.
The program was carried out as ar
ranged. There were three orations,
HUNDRED MENARE EMPLOYED
uweiuj-nv- e pea cciil ui uic winr-- i " Mexico
among them. It was upon this char-j- "
acteristic that we were able to deter- -
mine that the ancient cliff dwellers j TORONTO BIDS $150,000 AND
and mesa dwellers of the Pajarito EXPENSES FOR FIGHT.
plateau west of the Rio Grande werei
not identical with the Pueblo Indians, j Guarantee That Authorities and Po- -
Democratic Platform.
Dayton, June 22. The platform
the first by Nestor Montoya, Jr.,
whose subject was "The Era of Good
Feeling," the second by Manual Lu--
Twelve Thousand Cubic Yardsed, photographed
and with an inscrip-
tion of President Taft on the picture
will be presented to the New Mexico
jan, who spoke on "The Governmentadopted by
the Democratic state con-
vention calls attention to the prosecu-
tion of grafters by the present gover-
nor for the return to the state of
lice of Dominion of Canada
Would Not Interfere.
of Masonry to Bar Path of
Stream.Historical Society for its Museum atSanta Fe.
the former having been a perfectly
pure stock, one hundred per cent
while the Pueblos are a
mixed stock but predominantly bra-
chyeephalic. The skeleton found un-
der Mr Morlev'K house conforms ex- -
thousands "secured by fraud and
wrong doing", it declares that theThe House and Senate received the
Control of Public Utilities," and the
third by J. Felipe Hubbell, Jr., whose
oration was on "The Centenary of
Balmes." All of the speakers merit-
ed praise for their clear enunciation,
graceful delivery and for the idea
they expressed.
The oratorical selections were in
Reno, Nev., June 22. James J. Jef-
fries, accompanied by his trainingmessage that the President had sign To dam the Arroyo Hondo, fivegovernor was handicapped "by the
miles south of Santa Fe, upon firstopposition of a hostile legislature and and a number of sporting
.,h in ,, with nthwc that lis vp ! partnersed the
statehood bill and also a mes-
sage from President Taft requesting
the passage of the bill that appeals in
men and newspaper correspondents,thought does not .seem a great under-
taking. But a visit to the dam con-
struction camp of the Santa Fe Irri
!U,:en found in making excavations
about the Old Palace. This fact arrived at Reno from the coast at 10laud cases may he taken to the court o'clock this morning. Rickard this terspersed with music by the college
orchestra or choir and each numberwould seem to relate the inhabitantsof appeals of the District of Colum
Republican state officials;" it favors
safeguarding the, franchise, as .well as
all public utilities; it favors the rati-
fication of the income tax amend-
ment to the federal constitution and
demands the election of U. S. Sena-
tors by the direct vote of the people.
gation Company will soon dispel that
idea and at the same time prove an of prehistoric Santa Fe to the ancient i mrninSnnilii recfived h Trof ' ,Cf of the program was vociferously apbia relieving the secretary of the in-
terior from the responsibility of final Pajaritans, (the name we have given i" Zinstructive and interesting yis!t.
to the prehistoric culture west of thei" "edecision. There, one hundred men or more, un
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has left for der the direction of Chief Engineer
Santa Fe. He is entitled to great ored E. Meyer of Chicago, are erecting
ROMANTIC STORY WAFTED
Rio Grande), more closely than to the "s"k "'"uc ; f""c'for heguaranteemodern Pueblos. It would be most in- - ff feedom from r otteresting if it should be found that Pol.er interference rates on all the rail-sprea- dthat ancient culture ages ago over--
rads-
-
owancethe entire Rio Grande valley. TV? OHO fichtprs. Affpr read in?
it for securing important changes in
the statehood bill and in aiding Dele FROM LUNA COUNTY.
twelve thousand cubic yard of rubble
masonry to obstruct the flow of the
little stream that trickles down from
the mountains but which after a cloud
gate Andrews in the final skirmish of
Y - " " " ' "O - -
"It is now practically establishedthe eight year battle the delegate has Eighteen Year Old Trained Nurse in
plauded.
There was profound silence as
Brother James arose and read the
list of awards and as each name was
called out there was warm applause.
The announcements were as fol-
lows:
Degree of M. A.
The Degree of Master of Accounts
has been conferred on Mr. J. Felipe
Hubbell.
Awarding of Medals.
Medal for Christian Doctrine-Awar- ded
to J. Felipe Hubbell. Next
in merit Apolinar TJrrutia. This me
the bid and passing it to the newspa- -that the Pueblos are composed of aiwaged for statehood.
Omnibus Building Bill Passes.
Men's Clothes Discovered By
Section Foreman. tnlpermen, Rickard placed the telegram,t-- .i f ,a m P.i..it.n Btnrt in hie nnnkot PiVL-mv-l nnsitivelv nc.
burst becomes a roaring torrent. It
is to conserve these flood flows that
the dam is being built. Three dams
are planned and the sites for tlhem se
which was added a much strongerWashington, June 22. After consid sures that there is no possibility of
ering the omnibus public buildings strain from somewhere else. The old- -
o. inltni-- a wroiToilfirt arA enrviupe in Promoter Hester staging the Lang- -Special to the New Mexican.bill in an Ihour and twenty minutes lected, but the one under construction- -Deming, N. M., June 22. Robert C.
s the one nearest the hills and the great part to the present time, be-- 1 lTu' "
tho ,im,H, nnmminne nf thf Johnson arena prior to the big battle.Martin and wife, running the Com
mercial hotel several weeks, are un smallest of the project which Chicago
capital and enterprise are erecting in timTand place
' er is the day after the big
naturally tended to ,t ?der arrest, pending an investigation. he front yard of this city. This damMiss Delia Harris, 18 years old,
w: be 92 feet high and is so massivefrom Shawnee, Oklahoma, came here that the historic Old Santa Fe Trail
the establishment of Pueblo habits, "B"" "Clra lu" '
relent before night, he willmode of life, social order and reli-jdo- f to San Francisco.and'returngion. But the physical character,
probably the language of the new-- j
comers prevailed. In this connection, "w oi
Mr. Harrington has recently made the AKt.ANt.tLS inuw.
last Friday night and applied to Dr. will cross it at its narrowest point inS. D. Swope for a position as a nurse, fifteen foot roadway. Masses ofEducated in a convent she stayed granite and tons of concrete are beat Dr. Swope's home Friday night,
today, the Senate passed the measure
as reported from committee. It Car-
rie? $25,588,500 increase, more than
fouT millions over the total as it
passed the House. The measure con-
tains authorizations from every state.
A Knotty Question.
Washington, June 22 Congress is
facing the question whether union la-
bor shall be exempt from prosecution
under the Sherman anti-tru- st law.
Conferees on the sundry civil bill
have the question under consideration
today. Tlhe House by a decisive vote
insisted upon the exemption, which is
sharply opposed by the Senate.
AN EPIDEMIC OF
MURDER IN KENTUCKY.
dal has been kindly donated by the
Most Rev. Archbishop J. B. Pitaval.
The medal for oratory won in public
contest June 19 by Manuel Lujan.
Next in merit J. Felipe Hubbell. Do-
nor, Frank A. Hubbell.
Gold medal for the best English
Essay awarded to J. Felipe Hubbell.
Next in merit Anthony O'Boyle. Do-
nor, Very Rev. Anthony Fourchegu.
Gold medal for Pennmanship award-
ed to Agustin F, Sisneros. Next in
merit Patrocinio Sanchez. Donor, Rev.
Jules Derasches.
Gold medal for progress in music.
Intensely interesting discovery (an- - D.sobeyed The.r Parentsnn.,npi n tm nrrpnt n,,mhPr of the!The andSaturday, Sunday and Monday, until ing
welded into solid masonry that
extends far below the creek bed to
the eranite foundation to which the3 o'clock. Yesterday afternoon a sec Played With Matches Settingtion foreman found" her twenty miles dam is also anchored on both sides.out of Deming, ' under a railway Construction on Dam No. 2, about
V. .
American Anthropologist) that there
is striking .similarity between one of
the Pueblo dialects and the Kiowa of!
the Great Plains. j
'
"The Tewa name for the site where
Santa Fe now stands was 'Kuapoge';
Clothes on Fire.
Iredell, Texas, June 22. Playing
with matches resulted in the death
of the two sons of J. O. Taylor, aged
2 and 4 years, here late yesterday.
bridge, her hair cut off, and dressed
in man's clothes. A cattleman brought
her in. After hearing her story the
half a mile below, is to be begun as
soon as Dam No. 3 is completed. This
officers arrested Martin and his wife, dam will be entirely of steel and con-
crete. Thus far two thousand cubic
yards of the twelve thousand of DamAll three
are in the county jail await 1 The boys were starting a fire whennear the water), and a large terraced, their clothes became ignited.ing an investigation this afternoon No. 3, are in place and give an idea pueblo stood on Fort Marcy hill
where the military breastworks haveMore Trouble is Expected at Trial of of the size, beauty and solidity of the
dam which appears as immovable as long covered its ruined walls. AFeudists at Jackson on
Thursday. smaller pueblo, later called 'Analco'the granite hills to which it is anDEATH ENDSJackson. Ky.. June 22 The exam chored. The work is being done at (Analco: A Nahua or Aztec word,
'atl,' water; 'nalli, the other side;ining trial in the Spicer-Fugat- e case
Awarded to John D. Clark. Next in
merit Alfredo Balderrama. Donor
Rev. A. Besset.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
Senior Class awarded to J. Felipe
Hubbell. Donor, Nathan Salmon.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the Junior Class awarded
to Agustin F. Sisneros, Next in me-
rit, Apolinar Urrutia. Donor Solo-
mon Spitz.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the First Commercial
Class awarded to Fernando Armijo.
GERMANY SEIS
JE PAGE
the rate of a hundred cubic yards a
day. The rock for it is taken from aihas been set for Thursday. Manymembers of the rival families are hereand a critical situation is expected 'co', on: 'On the other side of thewater') stood south of the Rio SantaFe, on the site of San Miguel church.quarry right at tne dam site and thecement and sand to form the concrete
are ground and mixed on the spot, the
sand being taken from an arroyo a
short distance below. There is plen
wheaaiiie case is called. Dema' John-
son, who disappeared after Monday's Airship With RestaurantFatal Accident at Gay, Lighaffair at Jetts Creek in which John
Fuscate was killed and his mother was Makes First Passenger
Trip on Schedule
iNext in merit Benjamin F. Sisneros.wounded, was arrested today charged
Hearted Coney Island
Today
ty of water for operations and the
dam as far as completed Bias already
backed the water to a depth of ten Donor, The First National
Bank ofwith complicity in the shooting. With
her was captured Spicer's 18 year old feet. Good roads, some of them of
son, who it is alleged assisted his fath
Some years ago I called attention to
the fact that portions of its walls
still exist in the foundations of the
'Oldest House in Santa Fe,'
built upon the ruins of the old Indian
pueblo early in the seventeenth cen-
tury. We now know that a third
pueblo existed in very early times in
tlhe valley north of the river. There
is an ancient burying ground under
the back part of the Old Palace and
the alterations of the building neces-
sary for the purposes of the museum
disclosed within the massive wall of
the central axis, portions of an an-
cient 'Duddled' wall, characteristic of
CROWDED CARS JUMP TRACKer in the fight with the Fugate fam-
ily. The Johnson woman is a sister
of Elisha Johnson, who is in jail
scenic beauty, have been built to dif-
ferent points along the project.
Employment is given to fifty sturdy
pupils from the U. S. Indian Industrial
School who make very good workmen.
MANY TICKETS ARE SOLD
Regular Service Covers Three
Hundred Miles in Nine
Hours.
charged with murdering Miles Craw Scenic Railway Proves Pitfall in
ford last week. Most of the other workmen come fromWhich Four Were Fatally
Injured. the Estancia valley. Strange, to sayLOCAL RAINS' ARE is has been difficult to get workmen
PREDICTED IN NORTHWEST, from Santa Fe. The workmen occu
New York, June 22. At least four
Santa Fe.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the 2nd ComT Class award-
ed to Patrocinio Sanchez. Donor,
Seligman Brothers.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the Special Class awarded
to Damacio Gutierrez. Donor, H. S.
Kaune & Co.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the 1st Academic class,
awarded to Carlos Castillo. Donor,
Delgado Shoe Co.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the second academic class
awarded to Manuel Gomez. Donor,
H. B. Cartwright & Bro.
Gold medal for proficiency in the
studies of the 3rd academic class
awarded --to .Juan Lopez. Donor, G.
W. Armijo.
Gold medal donated by Mr. Nestor
py a camp that forms a little town of
20i or more inhabitants as many ofHot Wave is to Be Broken There But persons were fatally injured, and
ft workers have their families withdozen others seriously hurt today,Will Continue in South and
East. when two crowded cars on the scenic item There is a company cominis- -
Indian architecture before the art of: Dusseldorf, Germany, June 22 The
making adobe bricks was learned first regular airship passenger ser--
fxom the Spaniards; identical with vice was inaugurated today, when
fragments of puddled walls formerly Count Zeppelin's' great craft, Deutsch- -
to be seen in the foundations of the land, carrying twenty passengers
'Oldest House' and under the fortifi- - successfully made the first scheduled
cations of Fort Marcy; also identical trip from Friedrichshafen to this city,
with those tthat we have discovered in 300 miles, in nine hours. The weather
the coursft of our excavations at Pe- - was perfect and the motors worked
spry, kitchen,; dining room and the
supplies, tool and machinery on the
gn und, represent an immense outlay
railway on the Bowery at Coney Isl-
and, jumped the track and dropped
sixty feet to the ground. Six went
Washington, June 22. The weather
bureau today in a special bulletin
says that a break in the hot wave in
the northwest is in progress and lo A reclamation enterprisedown wth the first car and were pinn- - of capital,
cal rains followed by normal tempera-
ture are coming. The warm weather, rase, fnrehiotnrif. Snn Ildefonso. the faultlessly. Count Zeppelin steered
ed fast beneath the wreckage. Ten in the making is an interesting study
of the occupants of the other car and a trip to the Arroyo Hondo will
were hurled from their seats and went convince every one that the men who
crashing down among the scenery are putting up the thousands needed
ruin that is cut through by the Den- - for the greater part of the distancesay the forecast, is to continue in the
southern Plains states, the Mississip
pi valley and the eastern district dur
ver and Rio Grande railroad, a mile. Regular trips will be made and many
-
- tickets have been sold. The airship
(Continued on Page Eigkt- - j Is equipped with a restaurant
falling to the ground where they lay,
unconscious. - (Continued on Page Seven.)ing the next several days. (Continued on Page Eight)
i
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THE DAILY ROUND UP. BABY'S SCALP ALL
CRUSTED 01 SELIGMAN BROS CO.THE GAME OF LIFE.
Old Wheat
Imperial
Jersev Cream
Pansy
Bobolink
Who cares for the goal? It's the
SiiUW,
Sets the pulses aflame.
The goal is satiety. Bliss
In the chase alone is!
Cod, give us the hunt though the
prey-S- hall
escape us today.
Clinton Dangerneld, in April Smart
Set.
With Eczema That Broke Out when
but Three Months Old Burned
and Itched So She Could Not Sleep
Chance of Cure Seemed Slight.
CURE BY CUTICURA
EASY AND COMPLETE
MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles -
EVERY THREAD WOOLinter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40 Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.
"Our little daughter, when three
months old, began to break out on the
head and we had the best doctors to
treat her, but they did not do her any
good. They said she had eczema. Her
eyes became crossed from the disease
and her scalp was a solid scale all over.
The burning and itching was eo severe
that she could not rest, day or night.
We had about given up all hopes when
we read an advertisement of the Cuti-cu- ra
Remedies. We at once got a caka
of Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Oint-
ment and one bottle cf Cuticura Resolv-
ent and followed directions carefully.
After the first dose of the Cuticura Re-
solvent, we used the Cuticura Soap freely
and applied the Cuticura Ointment.Then she began to improve rapidly and
In two weeks the scale came off her head
and new hair began to grow. In a very
6hort time she was well. Her eyes were
perfectly straight when she recovered
and have been so ever since. She is now
sixteen years of ago and is a picture ofhealth. We know tho Cuticura Reme-
dies cured her and have used thero in
our family ever since.
"We used the Cuticura Remedies
about five weeks, regularly, and then
we could not tell Eho had been affected
with any disease. She suffered with
burning and itching and hard, scaly,dandruff -- looking scabs all over her head
and in places on her body. Wo used no
other treatments after we found out what
the Cuticura Remedies do for her.
J. Fish and Ella M. Fish, Mt. Vernon,
Ky.. Oct. 12, 1009."
as:
FROM CI 00 fA 7 Saved onIU 4i . Every Suit.
Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers
CALL AP SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8
PHONE 36Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
Eighty-tw- o Teachers Enrolled
Eighty-tw- o teachers are enrolled in
the summer normal institute at Las
Vegas.
Took Out Marriage License Jesus
Sanchez and Clara Montoya, of Taji-que- ,
have taken out a marriage license
at Estancia.
Marriage License Issued Isabel
Baca, aged 19 anil Luis M. Roybal,
aged 2G of Casa Colorado, took out
a marriage license at Las Vegas yes-
terday.
It's Hotter Elsewhere Xorth Dako-
ta near the Canadian boundary, re-
ported 102 in the shade yesterday;
northern Wyoming 98; Pueblo and
Grand Junction 9ti; Las Vegas 94 and
Denver 92.
Injunction Dissolved Judge M. C.
Mechem in district court at Albuquer-
que yesterday dissolved the tempor-
ary injunction against the proposed
Tijeras avenue eleclric railway about
to be built across the Santa Pe tracks.
Hotter Still at Las Vegas It was
94 in the s!hade at Las Vegas yester-
day according to the Daily Optic. The
Optic also says: "The humidity was
high and added to. the discomfort. To-
day the mercury is hanging about the
same notch."
Charged With Heinous Crime Up-
on complaint of his wife and son, D.
Davis, living five miles from Montoya,
Quay county, was arrested on the
charge of criminal assault upon his
thirteen and seventeen year old
daughters.
Nuanez Dies of His Wounds Eloys
Nuanez, shot in the abdomen by Jose
Roybal at Raton, while trying to force
his way into Royhal's store, died of
his injury. He was 24 years of age
and leaves a wife. He had served a
term in the Colorado reformatory.
Formed Election District The San
Miguel board of county commission-
ers canvassed the vote cast on the
question whether an irrigation district
should be organized under the Cam-fiel- d
project near Las Vegas. The
vote in favor of organizing such a
district under the territorial law, was
unanimous.
Death of Telegraph Operator
Harry Hickox, telegraph operator of
the Santa Fe, at Rowe forty miles
east of Santa Fe, died at Las Vegas
of tuberculosis. He was aged 21
years and was a native of Toronto,
Kansas. His wife, who lhad been
laughing and joking with him just a
minute before death came, is prostrat-
ed.
Well Known in Santa Fe Last eve-
ning at the Westminster Presbyterian
FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
For preserving, purifying and beautify-
ing the skin, scalp, hair and hands for
eczemas, rashes, itchings and channga
and for the prevention of the same; as
well as for the sanative, antiseptic cleans-
ing of ulcerated, inflamed mucous sur-
faces and other uses which readily suggest
themselves to women, Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment are indispensable.
Cutlrars 8oap (25c ) to Clens the Skin. CotlouraOintment (50c) to Heal the Skin and CutiniraBesolvent (60v). (or In the form of Chocolate Coated
PUIa, 25c. per vial ot 60) to Purify the Blood, are
Bold throughout the world. Potter Drue Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props.. 135 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass.
iWMslled Free. Cuticura Book, a com.
clew Guide to the 'treatment ol Skin and Scalp.
Qnif MANUFACTURER3piL JEWELER SEE
OURmi CITY TOPICS
STOCK
I ft-Denver, Colo., June
22.
The forecast is fair weather to-
night and Thursday with sta-
tionary temperature.
a
TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVKRY DESCRIPTION OK WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and liningfurs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
FRANK F. GORMLEY
Have You Seen it? What! "That!
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
AIR CANONROADPHONE 1Q SANTA FK, N, M,BLACK 1 17
Cold Spider at the Elks Theatre, see
it work; makes every thing before
your eyes while you wait. Dont fail
to see this.
Will Teach in California Professor
B. S. Gowen of the New Mexico Nor-
mal University has accepted the posi-
tion of superintendent of the public
schools of National City, a suburb of
San Diego, California.
Only 80 Degrees Yesterday While
the people in the east and even in
parts of the far west were swelter-
ing yesterday with the heat, Santa Fe
had only 80 degrees as its maximum
while the minimum was as low as 54
degrees. The humidity here was 30
per cent and the wind was conspicu-
ous by its absence. The calm, moon-
light night last night was something
It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
church in Denver, Carl Lehman, son
of Gus Lehman of this city, and Miss
Lillie Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Davis, 1031 west Seventh street,
MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
K If it's Hardware W0AS5HS Wejiaye ,it. VhoneNo. 14,Denver, were united in marriage; Rev.Francis E. Clark, of Boston, founder
of the Christian Endeavor Society and
fts present national president, per-
formed the ceremony, assisted by Rev. WHOLESALE
Ah D RETAILoalHarry E. Purinton, pastor of the West-minster churclh. Mr. Lehman is inter-state missionary for the Christian En,,ahusiht 130 RED 125 P'E
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
Wood
LumpScreened
deavor Society. He met his bride
while engaged as city missionary for
the society in Denver. Mrs. Lehman
RATON
YANKEE
CERRILLOS
was at that time corresponding secre-
tary for the Denver Christian Endeav-
or union. Mr. and Mrs. Lehman will
to rave over. A year ago today the
maximum was 85 and the minimum 51
degrees with 100 per cent of sunshine.
A Sailor's Friendship Another one
of those beantiful hand colored pic-
tures. Remember tonight only.
Change of program tomorrow. Watch
for the subjects, they are good.
Death of Robert L. Pooler Robert
L. Pooler died at the residence of his
son Benjamin Pooler, in tlhis city Sat-
urday night at 10 o'clock. The de-
ceased was aged 74 years, 11 months
and 13 days. Robert L. Pooler was
one of the pioneers of New Mexico,
and one of the most influential citi
Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.Sawed Wood and Kindling.
XTtTs.rSf. CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85 Telephone 85
make their home in Boston where
the groom has his headquarters."
Las Vegas Optic.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds. State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Do you know whether
youlhave an absolute title to the property which you now own?
lbIShea ?ytle' THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT, R?an?e fgennca- -
LEO HERSCH
SOLE AGENTS FOR
International Stock Food
Wholesale acd Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Salt aiiJ Ms
zens of this section for many years.
For several years he conducted the
"pony .express" across the frontier
and was identified with the early his-
tory of Wyoming, Nevada and New
Mexico. He settled in the Stonewall
section in 1878. The deceased leaves
to survive him one son, Benjamin
Pooler, of this city, and Mrs. Cora
Hadden of Elizabethtown. The funer-
al service will be held from the resi
Catron Block Santa Pe, N, M Tel Black 76
dence of the son, H. B. Pooler. Raton
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS for each and every case of Ca-
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D. 1886.
(Seal.) A. W. G LEA SON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
Daily Range.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
DIAMONDS Hb Qm YOfflTZ WATCHES 1
MANUFACTURER OF
Right Prices MEXICAN FILIGREE tm .m 1Right Goods .- -.... w "tied by Up-t- gMEXICAN HATS ALL
"ft
PRICKS X
K
The Spanish edition ot the 1909
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
for delivery. Price: Paper cover, Right Service JtlC,L.KT Date Kathods
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheepTHE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
$ No Need to Cut. S . E. Corner of Plaza. $4.00, plus
20 cents postage. Address Cut Glass, China and Silverware 1
345 San Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. M.all orders to The New Mexican Print-
ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M. j TrTil!!!;'!??!! IIBI ilEli; :HB1'!,:!IE1H ;,ii; .ilBII.MSli KUL- liiaiiMIEI:;: ;ti .Bil. :iiST ,:,1SM lll' Jf!'-- '!;ai;: Mfii 1$
wmimsmssmsm
H the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stakeHE a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
cription compounded at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory!
results. J
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NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE. UNI MBS i Cook insraraissH;Santa Fe People Should Learn to
Detect the Approach of Kidney
Disease.
t t nuM&A "cat yjL ai1 intensely not Kitcn-- UIIITO I L en. You can cook in comfort.
Here is a stove that gives no outside heat. All its heat
is concentrated at the burners. An intense blue flame (hotter than
either white or red) is thrown upwards but not around. All tho
li"5tS 1 Jis
. "IB ' -
heat is utilized in cooking none in outside heating.
Had Been Advertising Man-
ager for Some of the Best
Known Magazines MetoTPeriSeiiort
New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Wert Point cf th Southwert."
Army Officer Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Ek'&lthlP:t location
of any Military School in the L'nlon. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley tie garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'iDshlne everv day. but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven OSicers and Instructors, all gradu-
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REOENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
B, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
PROTECT POLICY HOLDERS
There Are Eight Million of Them
Oil Cook-stov-e
entirely removes the discomfort of cooking. Apply a match and
immediately the stove is ready. Instantly an intense heat is pro-jected upwards against the pot, pan, kettle or boiler, and yet thereis no surrounding heat no smell no smoke.
in Fraternal Insurance
Companies.
!'-'- - V -
r V- -!
- ' is?
J t -r.' -
Chicago, June 22. Adequate protec
The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt. Sick kidneys ex-
crete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular of passage
or attended by a sensation of scald-
ing. The back aches constantly, head-
aches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
Neglect these warnings and there is
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
or diabetes. Any one of these symp-
toms is warning enough to begin
treating the kidneys at once. Delay
often proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Doan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa
Fe proof:
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
as they have been used by myself
and other members of m yfamily with
splendid results. The value of Doan's
Kidney Pills for relieving pain in
the back and other kidney difficu-
lties has been thoroughly proven to
me. I take pleasure in making the
merit of this remedy known to other
kidney sufferers."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
tion for the 8 000,000 holders of
000,000,000 worth of fraternal insur-- i
ance will result from the enactment!
by all the states of the proposed uni-- 1
form regulation bill agreed upon ati
Superintendent.
the conference in New York between
the National Association of Insurance'
Commissioners and representatives
of many of the societies. Such irreg-- .
Why? Because The New Perfection
Oil Cook-Stov- e is scientifically and
practically perfect. You cannot use
too much wick it is automatically
controlled. You get the maximum heat
no smoke. The burner is simple. One
wipe with a cloth cleans it conse-
quently there is no smell.
The New Perfection Oil Cook-Stov- e
is wonderful for year-rou- nd use, but
especially in summer. Its heat oper-
ates upward to pan, pot, or kettle, but
not beyond or around. It is useless
for heating room.
It has a Cabinet Tp with shelffor keeping plates and food hot.
It has long turquoise-blu- e enamel
chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright blue of the chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
and stoves can be had with
or without Cabinet.
Every dealer evervwhpre : If not at yotin, writefor DoacripUre Circular to the nearest ageucj uctb
ularities in the management, of the
fraternals as have occurred in Illinois
will not be possible in any state wttien
the tentative bill becomes a law. The Wells Fargo ft Compenv
express
Genera! Express Forwarder
TO
J Ciotlonary Note : Be sure II9 vou eet this stove see 11
the name-plat- e
results of this joint conference, fol-
lowing a preliminary meeting in May
in Chicago, together with the fact that
a new insurance regulation law goes
into effect in Illinois on July 1, are
expected to have great weight with
the legislatures of the various states.
The new Illinois law places addition-
al power in the hands of the insur-
ance commissioner, giving him the
ftreads New Perfection."
Continental Oil Company(Incorporated)
farts of the Worldillright to take charge of a society and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tarougaout the United Statss. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
ing this wonderful new industry.
Eucalyptus timber can be used for
most any purpose whore hardwoods
are employed.
Developing Florida.
Mrs. Potter Palmer has undertaken
one of the greatest development
propositions ever known in Florida.
She has just completed a purchase of
between 75,000 and 100,000 acres on
the west coast of Florida in Manatee
eounjty, extending approximately 25
miles along Sarasota bay from Sara
J. D. BARNES, Aocnt
It Is an admitted fact that real es-
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
sota to Venice. Florida, and about 12
miles inland. The seaboard air line THE WEST FOR THE WEST.has just authorized a 25 mile extenFRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.
sion from the terminus of Fruitville
to Venice bisecting the property just
purchased by Mrs. Palmer. Mrs.
Palmer and her son, Honore Palmer,
expect to develop the property and
place some of it on sale this fall.
Plans have already been drawn for
bungalows both for Mrs. Palmer and
The Pioneer Life Insurance Co,,
of the SouthwestLAUNDRYMPERTAL Honore Palmer and it is expected that
a society colony will be developed
along the beautiful coast of Sarasota
ment existed at the time the articles
appeared. His partner's scheme of a
"militant weekly for God and country"
which ran nineteen weeks and drop-
ped three hundred tlhousand dollars,
did not appeal to Mr. Thayer who
sold his interest in Everybody's and
executed a desire which most normal
Americans have; he saw something of
tne world until, returning from his
travels he wrote, under the title
"Astir," an autobiography in which,
to his own enjoyment and that of
tJhose who have been privileged to
read it, he has lived over again the
events of a very remarkable business
life. It was intended originally for
posthumous publication but friends
persuaded the publisher to give his
narrative to the world during his own
life time.
Preacher Must Be Business Man.
The resignation of the Rev. John
A. Morison, pastor of the First Pres-
byterian church, has called the atten-
tion of religious circles to the fact
tihat a pastor of a downtown Chicago
church must: be more of a business
man and banker than a preacher. The
Rev. Morison resigned because he
wanted to be a religionist and not a
banker. In addition to his pulpit du-
ties he was directly associated with
thirty-tw- o different interests in his
church organization. He was the su-
pervisor of a railroad mission, presi-
dent of Presbyterian League of Chi-
cago, trustee of several funds, direc-
tor of Chicago Tract society, advis-
ory head of Fort Bearborn guild, had
direct or supervisory charge of tlhe
Christian Endeavor Society, Sunday
school, Home Mission Society, Men's
League, Women's Benevolent League,
Deacons' fund, Board of Elders, Board
of Trustees, Endowment fund project
administrator of railroad mission prop-
erty, member of executive committee
of American Bible Society, general
overseer of First church annual con-
tribution to home missions, foreign
missions, ministerial sustentation, aid
for colleges and education of negroes,
Chinese Sunday school, railroad gym- -
naoiiim yqo r Vi ai of t V o TTniiroi'ei t V nf
A.M. BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.
bay. The investment totals approxi Santa Fe, N. M. Catron Block,mately $300,000 and none of the acre
age is to be sold less than $100 an
wind up its affairs when it is move
than ninety days in arrears in the pay-
ment of any claim against it. The
proposed uniform bill, however, is
broader in scope than the new Illinois
law. "This bill, if enacted into law,"
says Thomas H. Cannon, president of
the National Fraternal Congress,
"would stop deals in membership,
would stop the practice of keeping
from the members exact knowledge of
the financial conditions of the society,
would safeguard societies by making
them charge rates adequate to meet
all legitimate demands; would prevent,
insolvent or moribund societies con-
tinuing in existence to be 'traded in';
would stop exorbitant expense charg-
es against mortality funds. It would
certainly greatly help tin at half of the
fraternals which are either insolvent
or rapidly approaching such a condi-
tion, and it might save them all. That
is what we hope for."
Autobiography of Union Printer.
The autobiography of a former
union printer of Chicago who since
the late eighties, when Hie worked
here in various shops, has had stirr-
ing experiences as advertising expert
and publisher, is interesting many
people wrho enjoy revelations of busi-
ness happenings. There are printers
in Chicago offices who still remember
John Adams Thayer, Boston born and
bred, who came to the western me-
tropolis with a union ticket in his
pocket. The young New Englander
was employed tor a time with the J.
M. W. Jones Company, and took part
in a well remembered strike caused
by the profanity and brutality of a
foreman. He drifted east again, held
jobs with type founding establish-
ments, was for a brief period a print-
er again in Chicago, became advertis-
ing manager of the Ladies' Home
Journal in Philadelphia, business man-
ager for Prank A. Munsey, advertis-
ing manager of the Boston Journal,
advertising manager of the Delinea-
tor, and with Erman J. Ridgway, pub-
lisher of Everybody's Magazine. It
was Mr. Thayer's initiative, and the
fortunate circumstance that as a boy
he had been a private in a torchlight
company captained by Thomas W.
Lawson, that secured for Everybody's
that extraordinary series of articles
written by an author who not only
would accept no compensation but
who personally paid for advertising
them in the press of the country.
Facts about Frenzied Finance now
given out only increase the wonder- -
acre to colonists. J. H. Edwards who
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs.PO. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red
the c E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
is in the Florida land business with
headquarters in the Marquette build-
ing, Chicago. Florida headquarters at
Sarasota, is responsible for Mrs.
Palmer's going into Florida and is
heavily interested with her together
with Mr. Honore Palmer. He will
manage the development of the prop-
erty and the sale of such portion as
is disposed of. This together with op-
erations of the Miakka Company,
which controls as much or more land
than Mrs. Palmer is one of the re-
markable developments of coloniz-
ations real estate. The Miakka Com-
pany is contemplating the establish
Offer9 irrigated landa in tracts of all size9, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov-- RANCHES,
ernment land. We have iirtKatlon enter- - LARGE
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are ANJJrinvited to correspond with us. : : ; SMALL.
RANCHES,
IjARG K
AND
SMALL
WOM'S HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
fhe north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
y Tiling: d.caa.oto 2talce Pas.
eexgrax Gonafoxtafele.
FARE SS $5.00
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,ment of two colonies, one in the north-
ern part of their land composed of
English colonists and the other will
be practically Italian agriculturists.
This experiment or colony will be in
the southern part of Manatee county ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEXtowards Peace valley. A new experi-
ment in Florida is to be undertaken the rate of $5.00 oer hundred lbs.
by the Florida-Manate- e Company of
Bradentown, Fla, They expect to de
velop olive growing and are making
plans for that end now.
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M.f and
Roswell, N. M.( connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is-
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaugihn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in'Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at
Special automobiles furnished to ac-
commodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train ,at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor-
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com-
municating with Manager of the Ros-
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point
ROOTS, HERBS AND BARKS.
You can no doubt recall the collec
Chicago, trustee of the Presbyterian
hospital board.
Increase Cost of Railroad Operations.
An interesting sidelight on some of
the factors entering into the increas-
ed cost of railroad operation which
the roads claim make it necessary for
tJhem to increase freight and passen-
ger rates was brought out here this
week in connection with statistics on
the subject of railroad ties. It ap-
pears that at the present time more
than one hundred million cross ties
are used every year by the various
railway lines of the country. A few
ition of roots, herbs and barks your
grandmother made every fall for the
family medicine chest.
i It is interesting to note that the
most successful remedy for female J. W. STOCKARD, managerIlls had its origin more than 30 years
KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.J
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ago in one of these home medicine
th chests, and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- -years ago ties were bought by impound is made today in imLusand at . rnst of a few cents each'taDle Look Over Your Suit
.u ... intense Quantities from those sameana iue principal expense in eijuiy- - and herbs with extreme accur--ping a road with them was the cost of ,roots
tilie labor required to put them down.
--w, a..u
CORSETS
With the rapid disappearance of hard- - j
wood timber suitable for the purpose, j
however, the cost has rapidly advanc-- j
ed until now some roads in some parts
of the country pay a dollar a piece
for ties and it is figured that in five
years more even this price will be
doubled giving an annual tie bill ofi
Crystal
dominoModel A67
is a new one. Sugar
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yoor
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
$200,000,000 on this score alone. All
the big companies are casting about
for means to Insure themselves a fu-
ture supply of tie timber. The Penn-
sylvania system has been conducting
extensive experiments with a view to
Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders deliveredSOFT DRINKS
IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY
STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig get-
ting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
it as an illustration of the many serv-
ices we stand ready to render.
WILLUMS 4 RISING
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
growing its own ties and the Santa
Fe is taking up timber growing on a
large scale for the same purpose. Tii
a letter taken from the flies of the.
EuclyB(tus Mahogany-Grower- s, Incj
of New York, President Ripley of the
Santa Fe announced that his road had '
planted 1,500 acres in California with
euclyptus trees in 1909 and proposed'
to plant 4,500 acres more during the'
present year, this tree being selected
because it grows to a size sufficient
for use as ties and similar materials
in less than six years. All the roads
extending to the Pacific coast as well
as many private. Investors are study- -
after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garm-
ents back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies dresses
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Julius Mnralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
PMfc91b
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something
eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
SEALED BOXES I
A TRIUMPH IN SUGAR MAKING!
BESrSVGARFORltAWCOffi!
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
All drinks made from filtered water. HENRY KRICK, Proprietor 9
rrcirTTTmitmiimiiiMMiiii milium miiimix
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SAJSTA FE NEW MEXICAN R. J. PALEN, President.
L, A, HUGHES,
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier;
The New Mexica.. Printing Com-
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
id iheichants: good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Not any one in Santa Fe should
omit reading the article on "Prehis-
toric Santa Fe" in today's New Mexi-
can. The knowledge imparted should
take the place of the vague ideas and
the misleading information that is ab-
sorbed by visitors and even local resi-
dents from preposterous legends that
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P STURGES,PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President. Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r.
1 13 v
at the Santa Fe Postofflce. OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and coatera5 security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange andajces telegraphic transfer,
of money to all parts of the civilized world.on aJibera terms
as are given by any money
private. Interest allowed oh;irne deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annu'ni", '"on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
5 and ain--s to extend to them as
cj as is consistent with safety
2 ing. Safety deposit boxes
nubile is respecfully solicited.
ij iTjTjxnririsuxi-Lrins- i mnn ruTj -u -Lru -
THE PALACE HOTEL
$150,000
Profits 80.000
transvniting agency public or"
liberal treatment in all respects,
and the principles of sound bank- -
for rest. The patronage of the
unnjmjrnjTr
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Daily, six months by mail .$3.75
Weekly, per year 2.00 '
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, per Quarter .75
SANTA FE COUNTY.
spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
has a large and growing cfxcutattl i
ive people of the Southwest. (
onlv in the dawn of its prosperity.'
PROFESSIONAL OPTIMIST,
Editor Klinefelter of Obar, Quay,
county, has discovered a new ocupa-tio- n
for the people of New Mexico, in
which young and eld can engage
without fear of over competition. It
is the job of professional optimist.
Says the editor whose original utter-
ances are widely quoted:
"As for the press, the newspaper
offices reek with optimism just as
naturaly as the breath of an Italian
prima donna does with garlic.
"But the sun has given us that ra-
rest of earthly things a brand new-idea-
"We have noticed for some time
that the world is going around with
its nose to the ground, like a pup in a
pasture, hunting for something, it
doesn't knok what.
"We now know what it wants.
"The world needs a new profession
the profession of Optimism and we
have decided to set up as regular
practioner.
Here's our card.
"UNCLE KLINE"
OPTIMIST
(Registered)
Obar, Nex Mexico.
All Kinds of Plain and Fancy
OPTMIZING
Done While You Wait.
TERMS Part time, balance, eternity
No Cash
Office: Progress Building, First Floor
SANTA FE'S WATER SUPPLY.
Santa Fe is fortunate in its water
supply, the purest water to be found
in the entire Southwest, coming from
mountain heights 12,000 above the
level of the Sea and from a stream
along whose entire watershed down
to the main reservoir there is not a
single human dwelling to contami-
nate the supply, which is ample, in
fact, so abundant, that there is much
unnecessary waste. That even cities
like Denver are not near as fortunate
is indicated by the following item
from Tuesday morning's Denver
News :
"Judge Whitford grants an injunc-
tion restraining all consumers from
using water for irrigation purposes.
The writ is made returnable next
Saturday at 10 a. m
"In consequence of the water short-
age suffering exists, especially among
those afflicted with throat and lung
troubles.
"Only three feet of water remains
in the Capitol hill and Ashland ave-
nue reservoirs."
Five miles south of Santa Fe, on
the Arroyo Hondo, outside capital is
spending $3,000 a week building dams
and ditches to reclaim 8,000 or more
acres of land tributary to Santa Fe.
The greater part of the sum expend-
ed goes into the pockets of local mer
chants. Eventually, those 8,000 acres
will produce an average of at least
$50 an acre or $400,000 altogether,, a
sum which exceeds all the salaries
paid by the federal and territorial gov-
ernments in this city. That sort of
HOTEL
Commodious Sample" oom
Long Distance Telephone Station.
L
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico
Chas. F. Easley, Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe. Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.
REN EH AN & DAVIES
A. B. Renehan E. P. Daviet
Attorneys-at-La-w
Practice in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe, .... New Mexico
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-La-
Office: Catron Block
nanta Fe, .... New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-La-
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La- w
Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces, - - - New Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-
Practices in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces - - - New Mexico
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
Taos New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, ... New Mexico
W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces .... New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
Santa Fe, .... New Mexice
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print-
ing Company.
Santa Fe, .... New Mexico
I
I & Co.
GROCERS
BERRIES FOR
PRESERVING
Do You Want a Crate?
Leave your order with
us this week.
The longer you wait, the
more chance you take,
that you will pay more
money, as prices will
soon advance.
Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Loganberries,
and Blackberries.
Fresh Vegetables
Daily."
H.S, KAUNE
& COMPANY
PHONE 26
Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
The New Mexican is the oldest new
every postofflce in the Territory, and
among the intelligent and progress
CONDITIONS ARE ALIKE.
As far as endowment with natural
resources aud clipmte are concerned,
the case of New Mexico is almost
identical with that of Colorado. On
account of its territorial condition.
New Mexico which has by far the larg-
er area, has fallen behind, but at
the. present rate of growth, it will
catch up to Colorado by 1930. and will
have passed it in population in 1940.
The census of 1910 gives Colorado a
population of S23.000, a gain of only
about fifty per cent since 1900. Colo-
rado had expected to show at, least a
million inhabitants but as in the case
of every other state and territory, the
official returns are disappointing. Still,
a population of 825.000 indicates a
marvelous growth since 1S70 when the
population of Colorado was less than
40,000, and since 18S0 when the popu-
lation of the centennial state was al-
most exactly the same as that of New
Mexico in 1900. Therefore, the fol-
lowing editorial in the Rocky Moun-
tain News on this census growth is
quite applicable also to New Mexico
and holds out the hope of still greater
gains in the future:
"According to the figures given out
by an official in the census depart-
ment at Washington, Colorado has a
population of more than 825,000, a
gain in the last decade of 53 per cent.
Ine increase of population is an en-
couraging one, in view of the fact that
it represents a steady and wholesome
gain due to normal development and
not to any mushroom booms.
"The reason for the growth of Colo-
rado is not far to seek. It, lies in the
wonderful natural resources beginning
to be developed. The state is just
finding itself. Agriculturally, it is in
its infancy. Not until the past five
years have even Coloradoans appreci-
ated what possibilities lie latent here.
The western slope alone is capable of
supporting more people than now live
in the whole state. The San Luis val-
ley has at present less than 20,000 in-
habitants. Yet it holds an area as
large as Connecticut and undevelop-
ed resources far more varied and rich.
"The state's water power has not
yet been harnessed to serve the
needs of man. Nor has any large pro-
portion of its land been brought un-
der cultivation. Even that portion
farmed, despite the rich returns, has
been handled in such a way as to give
no idea of how great a yield may be
expected under more iutensive and
scientific methods. Many owners now
take care of 320 or even 640 acres.
When the centennial state comes into
its own conditions will be different.
Land is now getting too valuable to
be farmed in large, hap-hazar- d fash-
ion. The twenty-acr- e tract will sup-
plant the ranch that is now a mile
square, and in fruit districts five acres
will be nearer the average holding.
This will make for a greatly increased
production, for added comfort of liv-
ing and for the facilities of modern
civilization, without, which no rural
district can now be progressive.
"The hope of Colorado for the fu-
ture rests not only in the general
abundance of latent opportunities. Its
specialties are in many respects in-
comparable. Here may be found the
best marble in the country, Rocky
Ford cantaloupes command the high-
est price by reason of superior quali-
ty. The apples of the western slope
have no equal. The little town of
Olathe, in the Uncompahgre valley,
to take the first instance that occurs,
can go into the middle states and win
competitive prizes in most of the
fruits, vegetables and cereals for
whicfli that, region is famous.
"Yet, while these things are true,
while Colorado has already manifest-
ed a fertility that easterners will
scarce credit, the experimental stage
in agriculture has scarce been passed.
The great development of the beet
sugar industry is a matter of a dozen
years. The movement to dry farming
has taken place in even less time.
The amount of land under irrigation
is increasing faster than would have
been credited at the time the last
census was taken. Everything points
to an era of development of which we
have hut seen a hint.
"WTith the added farming area to
be reclaimed will come also an im-
petus to other - industries. Denver
must of necessity be a manufactur-
ing center to a far greater extent than
at present. Mineral resources will be
exploited in Routt county and other
parts of the state. Capital seeking
the best field of operation, will natur-
ally flow In this direction. For good
investments are more rare than they
were and this state offers a chance
.that is both safe and tempting.
"For which reasons one risks noth
ing in predicting that the development
of Colorado its increase in arable
area and products and population
will be far greater during the next
ten years than In the past. As yet it
are circulated and that gather fringes
of moss with years. It is fortunate
for Santa Fe, that serious study is be
ling given its intensely interesting his
tory as well as its archaeological re-
mains by so eminent an authority as
Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, and whatev-
er little any local resident, can do for
the furtherance of the work, should
be done with enthusiasm. The infor
mation given should be imparted in
the public and other schools so that
every child and every grown up may
be proud of the history of this, the
most interesting town in. the United
States, because of knowledge that he
is eager to impart to others, .
The interesting story; of the. prehis-
toric pueblos that stood on the site
of Santa Fe five ' hundred and more
years ago, which is told in the
today, renews also interest
in the rather unusual communal
mound on the north side of the Santa
Fe river opposite Agua Fria, and
that on the Arroyo Hondo six miles
south of Santa Fe, where modern en-
terprise is about to restore the culti-
vation of the fields that undoubtedly
was practiced there many centuries
ago. Six miles to the north, on the
Tesuque river, also, are prehistoric
remains of communal dwellings, all
of which indicate that this part of
Santa Fe must have been a populous
section that possibly made more use
of the flowing waters and the fertile
soil than is the case today.
In the fifteen years from 1S95 to
1909, inclusive there were in New
Mexico, according to Jo E. Sheridan,
territorial mine inspector, a total of
223 fatal accidents. The law does not
require the reporting of non-fata- l ac-
cidents. During the fifteen years
there have been only four, 1895, 1899,
1901 and 1907, in which there were
any deaths charged to explosions of
gas or dust. The total number of
deaths from this cause was 43, and
24 of these occurred in 1895, so that
in fourteen years only 19 deaths have
been "caused by explosions. Falls of
roof and coal killed 108. In 1909
there were 13 fatal accidents, a de-
crease of 10 as compared with 1908.
The cablegram announcing today
that regular aerial service has been
established in Germany with a dirigi-
ble balloon equipped with a restau-
rant and covering 300 miles of its
route in nine hours, brings to mind
that it was Germany that had the
first electric trolley line, opened by
Siemens and Halske in Berlin as ear-- '
ly as 1880. In those days, which are
only thirty days ago, an electric rail-
way was deemed as impractical
as aerial navigation for commercial
purposes is today, but doubtlessly,
thirty years hence, aerial transporta-
tion routes will be as commonplace as
trolley lines are today.
Nevada will receive the unenviable ,
notoriety of having the Johnson-Jef- - j
fries fight pulled off within its boun-- ''
riaries. However, not oneJhalf as many '
people will go to Reno to see it as
would have gone to San Francisco.
Some day, Nevada too, will be as de-
cent and law abiding as New Mexico,
and then prize fight promoters will
have to hire a raft and take it out of
the three mile limit, so that their
champions may pummel each other to
their heart's content without interfer-
ence from any officious state official
or peace officer.
The Commercial Club at Las Vegas
is after the postofflce department to
establish daily automobile mail serv-
ice from Las Vegas to Vaughn from
which point daily automobile mail
service to Roswell and the lower Pe-
cos valley already exists. Such a
oirin Rllt w(,hnnt these the Rv.,ui.
The suggestion made by an Old
Timer in the Las Vegas Optic that
Santa Fe annually celebrate "Santa
Fe Trail Day," is an excellent one.
No where else in the United States
do surroundings, historic setting and
memories lend themselves so well to
an annua,! historic celebration as in
this ancient and picturesque city.
Goldfield, Nevada, offered $200 000
just to get the Johnson-Jeffrie-s fight,
And the $200,000 would have been
easier to raise in Goldfield than would
$200 in Santa Fe to place the Scenic
Highway as far as built in good con--
dition.
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,
PitESS THE BUTTON WE DO TEE REST.
COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
ready to eat and yon will not have to
We Are FULL
'If yon
Now
supper
Serving wait.
THE HOTEL CORONADO61
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP
Gregg's Peerless Hotel
Our increasing patronage is thebest proof that we merit yours.
UPE HERRERA
Proprietor
EEJSES3E88
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WM- - GREGG Prop.
EUROPEAN PLAN
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
meu, Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
an enterprise makes but little splurge daily service from Las Vegas would
locally, not near as much as there take in Encino, La Palma, Olguin and
would be if some one threatened to Anton Chico. While the service may
remove some little federal office from j not be as necessary and will not serve
the town, and yet, it is enterprises of '.nearly as many people as would daily
that kind to which Santa Fe must i automobile service from Santa Fe 10
look for its future. Bring the lands Taos, yet, the commercial bodies of
in this vicinity under cultivation and other towns have a habit of getting
the capital ean be removed without j things which is unknown to local
hurting the community, but ' terprise.
at present such removal would spell j
disaster. There should be greater ef- - j president Taft wants Congress to
fort, starting with the manual train-- ; pass publicity and the
ing and school garden idea, to make postal savings bills during the fewthe vacant lands of this vicinity capi-- ' days that remain of the present ses- - MY AJO, CHIMAYO and BALLET A
iai ami suoiHuamie ior me town.
,nk!
THE ORIGINAL
jdent has already secured an extraord- -
An exchange figures out that the ' inary amount of important and wise
constitutional convention will consist legislation from the legislative body,
of 61 Republicans and 30 Democrats The President is making good, des-wit- h
nine delegates classed as doubt- - pite the predictions to the contraryful. But the same exchange places that wiseacres had indulged in up to
Lincoln, Otero and Sierra counties in a few weeks ago.
the Democratic column with Union
301-30- 3 San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.
OLD CURIO STORE
'. ri
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL 75c "
WAR CLUBS 25c"
county as doubtful. Each of those '
counties will select Republican dele-
gates to the constitutional conven-
tion and Union county will do so by
500 to 1,000 majority. The constitu-
tional convention will consist of at
least 72 Republicans and probably 77,
or three fourths majority, as the
county of Torrance will likely fall in-
to the Republican column. Of course,
had the apportionment been made up-
on the 1910 census figures as the Dem- -
ocrats demanded, the Republican ma--
jority might not have been quite so
overwhelming, but it would have been
large enough nevertheless, to carry
every point except where a two-third- s
majority would be demanded.
TOMTOMS 30c "
BOWS and ARROWS I5c " .
NAVAJO BLANKETS 65c per pound and up
CANDELARIO The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.
PAGE FIVE.
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nrnnnnii RuriiTinm aIffiBEE5 ARE YOU GOIN' FISHIN'MR. SPORTf AN?
atY DONTTOtT?X v t 'i, Use theV:i ofNATURE "BRISTOL
O. H. Scott of Lincoln, Xeb., is
Gregg's.
.lamps Barry and I). V. Healy
Denver, are at the Claire.
W. F. Hall, a paint salesman
Kansas City, is at the Palace.
S. J. Wilson and J. c. Hoenig,
Albuquerque, are at the Coronado.
of
for Trout.s US , ar Si' a;of If you are, tackle,
wil1
,necfd
a otherT
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our storeand
m 9 """ tisf ?si S i r0v;, TO SAVE B. McGranahan a carpet salesman
of St. I)uis, is calling on the trade
George D. Headrick. a shoe salesTIT man of Brockton. Mass.. is at the Pal
ace, j
P. R. Urquhart, a drupr salesman of
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
COME IN AND GET AC- -
H is lime is Yours QUAINTEDfT Will beWITHto yourHIM,
.
ADVANTAGE.
Denver, is calling on the druggists
here.
William P. Eilort, a leather sales- -
INTO THE lf3,fBANK Now TgpSO YOU L.L HAVE i man of Chicago, is calling on thetrade.
mm vr nil 8
NEED IT." ITS SAFE IN
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Weil, a dry goods
salesman of Kansas City, is calling
on the trade.
Mrs. P. P. Sturges, who is in Cali-
fornia, is not expected home until
some time in July.
Mrs.' Henry Krick, who has been
Visiting friends in California, is ex-
pected home this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hubbell and Miss
Hubbell, of Pajarito, Bernalillo coun-
ty, are at the Palace. They came
to attend t!he commencement exercis-
es at St. Michael's College.
Our Line is all new and complete in every;
detail our assortment 'e8 s larger
' and more complete, than ever.
1 0kzf
JAMES J. HILL, the great railroad king, made money slinging a pick
when a young man. He BANKED and SAVED his earnings. He became
a contractor and multi-millionair-
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO,
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THElowerareSPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Uur pricesMODEL COMMUNITY CENTER
FOR FARMING DISTRICT.i than ever before. Notice our
Windows
It is a Great Idea That Would Event-
ually Accomplish Wonders for
Rural New Mexico.
Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.gjS JE
SANTA n HABDWARE & SUPPLY CO.Spokane, Wash., June 22. Whenthe Country Life Commission of thestate of Washington appointed re-- i
cently by Governor Marion E. Hay,
'meets in Spokane the week of No-
vember 14, plans will be presented
'for a model community center and
consolidated country school, to be es- -
Everything in Hardware.Wholesale & RetailDealers in
REAL ESTATE
PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
See our attractive list before biujimj.
O C- - WATSON & COMPANY
Santa Fe, New Mexico
59K:
i tablished in one of the rural districts i
j adjoining Spokane, early in 1911. I
' David Brown of Spokane, chairman j
commercial institution can be located
within half a mile of its boundaries.
of the commission, announces that
Governor Hay and possibly Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt will attend the
j conference and assist in formulating i - "7Phone. Red So. 189119 San Francisco St. For full particulars call on oraddress the above company ja practical plan for the betterment of REJOLVED.
THAT A MAN SHOULD ALWAYStc adapt themselves
to the ideals of
:the center and school of the type out--life on the farm, along the lines sug-- i
ublfcju ill lilt: it iuh ui iuc xvuuacvciii. have A Good opinon of him- -j commission on country life, which, J1"1 ' . Among other qualificationsmust be broadminded and opti--
Wagner Undertaking Establishment self, Which he "gains bywhatE Dealers in c"-";f"- r" muTt -ALSO he know5 of himself: others
seethe:ouT5ide-,Bu- t the
COMFORT HE GES COMES ffoMFOR THE HOUSEFINE LINE OF Carpets and Rugs
L r;istic and able to see the human side
'Bailev of Ithaca, N. Y., made a tour i
, '. of life, also be helpful to those underor the larger farming districts of the;'ttlPir charSe- -United States the latter part of 1908
and early in 1909. The keynote is that the best de-
-
This is to be the preliminary stepie against misfortune is to give!of a nation-wid- e movement, every child in the country such educa-
tive that will enable it to make itswith the various states and terri-- 1
tories, in an endeavor to teach the
' own living on a piece of land, if nec-- i
youth of the land the fundamental when it becomes of age. It is
! principles of agricultural and domes-- j also purposed to launch a campaign,
i tic economy and manual and Indus-Urgin- g the people of the open coun--i
trial training, also giving the farm-- : try to work together, not merely with
era in the communities the benefit of the view to forwarding their own eco-th- f.
most am.rnvert methods nf aerieul-'- . nomic interests or in competing with
WHAT IS NEXT TO HIM- -
RovJhf.
All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to' stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
audliat racks. Wagner folding go-car- ts for the babies.
Theyare GRElTU --
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
I y W"c
ti,i qii,vj chic Tha nnm. ttose who are organized, but to (level- -
'munity center is designed to furnish op themselves and establish an effecla place where men and women can'5ve community spirit.
mepr .for the interchange of ideas. i The consolidated rural scnooi win
Primarily, the school is for the av-!b- e similar to the graded city institu- -
Ornamental Doors.
'
jn .--i "
1
eraee hov and eirl. whose institution-- i tion. the betterment of the curncu- -
al education ends even before theyjlum being by emphasizing industrial
finish the secondary school, the pur- - j and manual training and domestic
pose being to train them to become science and adding such other studies
useful men and women and capable of as will give the students a knowledge
supporting themselves, and thus add-- j of things with which they come into
ing to the wealth production of the contact in actual life and presenting
country at large and the districts in means of working out the chief stud- - "N CO CM1CAO.O mCOM ft & MX r Buvtvr now
ies in practice. It is also purposed to COMFORT COME-- FIR. .ST.
COMFORTABLE IF YOU
.SELF AND
YOU WILL BE
which they live and to better their
condition of life.
The Washington commission has
prepared tentative plans for a commun-
ity center, including a consolidated
rural school. It is designed to cover
10 acres and will serve a school area
of 36 square miles, the most distant
teach the students the principles of
business. However, the value of agri-cul- l
ure as the greatest of all indus-
tries will be constantly kept to the
fore.
"This may be termed a 'back to the
'farm' movement, the necessity ofTHE SECRET OF BEAUTY
point being three miles. In addition which is becoming more apparent ev- -lies in a good complexion and the
secret of a good complexion is good
blood. Our toilet articles embrace
to the school building the plans show
a large community hall, residence for
ery day, ' said Mr. urown. "we ueeu
more men and women on the farms;
in fact, it would be better for the na-
tion's prosperity if 65 per cent in-
stead of 33 per cent of the population
the principal and supervisor, athletic
and play grounds, tennis court, pres--1
WEAR OUR .SUMMER-WEIGH- UNDERWEAR.
.SEE OUR WINDOW TH1-- WEEK FOR .SOME
ATTRACTIVELY PRICED UNDER-6ARMEN- T.S
MEN.S CELEBRATED B. V. D. KNEE LENGTH
AND .SLEEVELET - - -- $1.00 .SUIT
LIGHT WEIGH PoRoJ-KNI- T - 1.00 "
GOOD GRADE LIGHT RIBBED WORTH $1.00
NOW 60C. OTHER GRADED OF EQUAL VALUE
W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE REPUTATION BUILDERS.
CA-5- PRICE-- DoE-- IT.
sure water tanks for domestic, lawn,
irrigation, stock and fire uses and as at present, were tilling the soil,
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke archi-
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
Charles W. Dudrow
milking cows and setting hens. Theplots for the practice of. agriculture;
everything to preserve the complexion
and our blood purifiers enable one to
lhave it.
WARM WEATHER TOILET
aids here The daintiest of
powders, freckle lotions, sun-bur- n
remedies are at your command.
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S & Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
horticulture, floriculture and forestry. open country, however, is not tne
and bisecting the tracts liuion of the k problem, for
will be models of good road building. unless instructed in some branch of
The school and other buildings will
'
agriculture and keenly interested in
be under the direction of a principal, tflvi work, the average man is worse
trained in the various branches of oft' in the country than in the throng- -
agriculture and familiar , with condi- - Pd city.
tions in the northwest. This official I "This takes the Spokane plan to the
will he assisted by a supervisor and first principle, that the child should
a corps or teacners. .in connection pe educated along practical nues, aim PANSY PLANTSjNOW.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr,
C. A, RISING
AGENT FOR
with the community hall will be a to bring this about the country school
bureau of information, containing all must be made a new kind of institu-th- e
available data of federal and state tion. The rural schools are held by
departments of agriculture and exper- - some to be largely responsible for
stations in the country, also effective farming, the general lack of
Bills Bros, Monumental Co.
OP DENVER
CL&REBDON PODLTRY YARDS ARK SELLING GUT!FRESH LAI 1) EGGS every day
AIjTj GBADKS OK MARBLE A GRANITE
MEMORIALS AT REASONAKLK PRIOES
books and journals dealing with all ; ideals and the rapid drifting from tJhe j
the branches of the industry. country to city. The rural schools
The community center is to be j are not declining; they are simply in j
made beautiful with trees, shrubs, a state of arrested development and
flowers and lawns without being or- - have kept pace with the changed con- - j
Pure bred barred Plymsaith Rocks andhWhlte Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonin; iEGGS FOR HATCHING.Santa Fe, N. Mex.125 Palace Ave.
m ' nate, and no saloon, store or other . ditions of life.
QEK&J9BX9
DAYPAY 24 Hour Electric erviceamid
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACESNIG
cfor Electric Irons, Broilers,Cleaners and Wash Tubs. allSnfin OpeffatfoftWe ae Agents
Santa Fe Water AND Light Company
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of, Louis Rockv 1. k '
,
af
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Sloi nrm Fa rarenil
provide for the Federal incorporation tions for the members cf the institute
of railroads, the presentation of uni- - to sign protesting against the traffic
form freight classification by the In-- in New Mexico. Quite a number ol
terstate Commerce Commission, the the teachers signed the petition.
physical valuation of the railroads by j
the commission, prohibit the trans-- Notice for Publication Isolated Tract,
portation of the products of convict la-- 1 n. 012067.
bor, and establish a commission to j Public Land Sale,
investigate labor disputes. Department of the Interior,
One of the several bills on the sub- - j tj. s. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
ubitib iiumiuv uuiMuuny iiij I j
PASSENGER SCHEDULE ject of block signals, empowers me j June 3 m0
Interstate Commerce Commission to j N0tiCe is hereby given that, as di- -In t'lTeot March 1st 1910 (Head 1'p.i(Kvu.il owu)
; order any railroad to install tuem on rectea by the Commissioner of the
lone fourth of its lines by July 1, General Land Office, under provisions
1912. Another introduced by Repre- - of Act of Congress approved June 27,
smtative Martin, ot boutn uaivout,
'
1906 (34 stats., 517), we will offer at
specifies dimensions of locomotives, puDiic saie, to the highest bidder, at
cars and distance of structures from j 10 0'Ci0Ck a. m., on the 27th day of
track. j July, at this office, the following
Another class of bills deals with ' described land:
freight claims. One by Representa- - SE 1-- 4 of NE 1-- 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
I didn't find out I had contracted Contagious Blood Poison
until it had made considerable headway. I had heard a great
deal of the value of S. S. S. as a blood medicine, in fact had a
friend who had cured himself of the same disease through its
use, so as soon as I discovered the nature of my trouble I began
taking it. I got along splendidly from the very first and my
recover' was steady. When I first began the use of S. S. S. my
face was so full of sores and eruptions that I could not shave.
Other parts of my body were similarly affected, but there is
other sign of the disease. Inow not a blotch, pimple or any
was cured by S. S. S. and I know I am cured to stay cured as
this was several years ago. There is nothing that equals
SSS for Contagious Blood Poison and I always recommend
it in such cases. WALTER WEBER.
No. 4,V)''2 Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.
21 j 19 1 Miles STATIONS 2 20 22
77 7 30 77777777 o ii,v..ifs Moines. X. M...Ar 5 00
f 8 20 l'i I'apuliu f 4 15
'
f 8 35 20 Vinil f 4 05
f 8 50 25 Thompson f 3 45
'I 9 10 U ' 'uniiinghiim f 3 25
9 35 12 Ar.Olitton Hoim- X. M Ia- - 2 55
30 .... ..." 3 55 "o ;Lv Raton. N. M, Ar;' 12 00 10 00
2 50 J 12 J 7 J Housf. S.M..I.v 1137 .... 9 40
"77777. 77777777 4" 12" j' 42 iLv..oiiftm Hons,. v M.ArP ii"37" .777 .77.7
4 30 18 Sl'roston 11 20
jg i&l 15 S8 :r ::::::::::
5 00 2 KochliT 10Ji. vrJ-d.v.i'--
"77777777 '7.777777 "TsTsb 68 'I'oHux ;ioio
6 08 76 . Cerrososo 9 42
H 6 35 82 Ar Cimarron i.v 9 25
00 82 Lv Cimarron Ar 8 55
H OS 86 Nash f 47
17 18 SS Harlan fS 37 U-7- 9
7 35 94 Ar Ute 1'ark, N. M.. I.v 8 20
itive Rodenberg, of Illinois, incorpo- - j N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
rates the Freight Claims Clearing j Any person claiming adversely the
j house, which will create several of--' above-describe- d land are advised to
i flees with salaries of $5,000 a year. flle their ciaimS( 0r objections, on or
'The incumbents of less desirable but'oefore the time designated for sale.
I more numerous places are to adjust MANUEL R. OTERO.
j freight claims by shippers promptly.
Another bill by Representative Madi
Register.
FRED MULLER,
Receiver.
The acknowledged virtue of S. S. S. as a blood remedy induced
Weber to commence its use when he found he had contracte
son of Kansas, is meant to compel
railroads to pay "just" claims within
ninety days. If they fail to do so the
claimant may add his attorney's fee
to his claim. The bill provides no
Mr Rebound When excellent wonc can
be done right at home. Consult the
New Mexican Bindery.
SOonnects with K. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. in.iconnerts with E. P. & S, V. Ky. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N,M. at 9:55 a.m.
SStaae for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
V & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:NORTH BOUND: SOUTH BOUND
No. 1, 4.48 a m, No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 7.6 49 p. in. No, 2- - 11.11 p, m.'
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with fl. & S. Ry. at
Des Moines K P, S. VV. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizaethton. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, RedRiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Dally. f Flasr, ,. tl'aily except Sunday
Itest by which a "just" claim can ue
identified.
Contagious Blood Poison. The good results he oDtainea is
demonstration of its value as a cure for this dise.is.
Contagious Blood Poison is the most powerful and destructive
blood disorders. Its virus permeates the entire circulation and thi:--xn- l
iins whv any one afflicted with this malady usually finds its symp
tons manifested in every portion of the body. From head to foot tin.
insidious noison breaks forth. The hair and eyebrows come out, the
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
A bill by Representative Sabath
of Illinois, provides for federal com-
pensation for deaths and injuries on
railroads, all claims to be paid with-
in thirty days. Funds are to be
raised by levying a tax of ten dollars
on each car and locomotive. In 1908,
there were 2,302,055 cars and loco
F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
J. DEDMAN,
Superintendent, MASONIC.
Raton, N. M.Raton, N. rRaton, N. M.
mouth and throat ulcerate, skin eruptions and sores and ulcers break
out on the body, the bones ache, glands in the groin swell, and
frequently the nails on hands and feet are affected.
The only possible way to cure Contagious Blood Poison is to
mm, v mi, hv nuriFvincr the blood. This is iust what S. S. S. motives on the railroads of the United
Xv--
does; and it is the only medicine tnai aDsoiuieiy anu luuiuu&m t states, so that this tax would amount
cleanses the circulation of every particle of the germs and virus ot the t0 the gum of ?23,ooo,ooo.
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-
ular communications
first Monday of eacf
month a Masonic hah
at 7.30 y. m.
H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.
disease. Mercury, Potash, etc., are often used by despairing surrtieiv Varioug WUg in genate and House
in the hope that such strong treatment will kill the poison. But tms J)rovkle that rates may not be raised
cannot be done; the disease may be checked temporarily and thx ;before October 1st, 1910 and automat-wmntom- s
improved, but the old poison is slumbering in the blood, ana icany postpone any increase in rates i ALAN R.
vhen the treatment is left off the disease always returns. jwhen protest is lodged. A bill by
The ability of S. S. S. to cure Contagious Blood Poison come' Representative Stevenson of Minne- -
ifrom its blood purifying properties. It goes into the circulation am1 sota provides for the appointment ota
McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M. Regular con-
vocation second Monday ol
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
removes even' trace of the poison, maK.es me dioou puic anu ncmui. receiver u opeiaie a iamvau
nd leaves no dre?s of the virus to breaK out later on. 3. a. a. imiuu. , sm. uue u, -
ntireiv if roots herbs and barks, eacn or wnicn uas a uucu mn -"- -1 -
snecific effect in Ourifvin: transfer freight to wharves on rivers
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.the blood S. S. S. doe; i and lakes, while another by Repre-no- t
contain a particle 0! sentative Graham, of Pennsylvania,
mineral in any form torpid compel railroads to turmsh
stakes and cross wires for cars othe stomach affecupset l h Several the make it un.
thPe,b0e S'?r?iTla":' lawful to charge more for a short
Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
W
Km vl hM onneueuuaiciuciiiuidHc . h , stm othersof the body. It is Nature; irestrict the issue o securities, pro- -Q blood purifier, potent am hibit disclosure regarding shipmentsVEGETABLEPURELY healthful, ana so vaiuaok etc
are its tonic effects thai j Tne transportation of misbranded
when S. S. S. has rid l"- - iTiKontipirlias nrnvirips for monthlv aC--
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
For Rates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas. oirculation
cf the Contagious Blood Poison the entire system is left in cMent reports under oath, aand pro- -
"1., ;,.,,! r.rtnHitinn ' hihition of the hauling of cars not
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
"
Ve want to help every Contagious Blood Poison sufferer to equipped with safety appliances after
cr-
-i we'll and for this purpose we have prepared a special book for ! July 1, 1911, have passed both
Home Treatment We will mail this book with any special meaical houses, been signed by the president,
CO. ATLANTA. OK. and are now laws.advice free. THE SWTFT SPECIFIC
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
INSTITUTE NOTES
HOTEL ARRIVALSI RIO GRANDE'S
compelling by law the doing of some j
thing that Is already fully provided
for is the bill of Representative Mann j (Communicated.)The opening exercises at the In-
stitute are of a high character. AlPalace. of Illinois, giving the Interstate Com--
1
'
mpreA Commission mower to formu- -
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the sec-
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome. A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Mov Wnlf PinpinnnH- - M A. Swem. ways opening with the Lord's prayer,
Chicago; George D. Headrick, Brook-- : late regulations for the transportation a very appropriate school song.
FISHING RATES There is also the recital of memorygems, and fitting remarks by the
county school superintendent, the con-
ductor and the instructor.
lyn, Mass; J. W. Hubbell Jr., Albu- - or expw&ivcs. wu
worthy achievements of the railroadsquerque; B. McGranahan, St. Louis;
recently has been the br lhant a,N. H Darstyne, Denver; C. T. Morse,
Kas; C. H. Harris, H. B. cess of the Bureau of Explosives,
ganiZed by the railroads four yearS. G. Cartwright, City; in reducing the danger for hand-Hubbel- l.Mr and Mrs. J. F. Hubbell and Miss iago,
Pajarito N. M: Mr. and Mrs 'ling the five thousand cars containing
'T4
The institute resolved itself into
the county teacher's association for Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ota few minutes, and Prof. Wood was
explosives that are in transit every requested to write to Miss BlancheFROM SANTA FE TO Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3dTuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.day somewhere in the United Jstates. fftrasspr treasurer of the association.Boiler inspection seems to be tne om . nfnvpr askine
Lou Weil, Kansas City; Mr. and Mrs.
H. K. Arnold, Salida; "William P. Eiler
aicChieago; C. A. Ommaney, Denver;
D T. Lucts, Kansas City; P. R.
Denver; W. F. Hall, Kansas
llJ 11CVO I -" v". wa. f ' O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-
ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
pet subject amng the law-make- this
year, no fewer than seven bills on
that topic having been introduced in
tne two houses. As all railroads em
her to return the books, records, and
other property belonging to the as-
sociation, which she has in her pos-
session.
In his remarks this morning, County
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.City.Embudo
return
Tres Piedras " Claire. ployed large and expensive engine av-in-?
staffs which kei locomotiveJ.A.C. B. Stubblefield, Las Vegas:Rarrv. D. V. Healy, Denver; N. shnnl Su nerintendent Conway said
Best Trout
FISHING
In the World
$2.65
4.55
6.30
9.50
10.70
boilers under continuous and tuorougn that the Postman had made a comAntonito
Chama inspection
as part of the routine es
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA
plaint in behalf of the young ladies
of the institute whereby they were
being annoyed by receiving letters
sential to the operation of the roads,
about the only substantial gain to be
affected by the enactment of one of
these bills will be the creation of sev
andWagonWheel Gap , eturn with only one cent, being compelled to
pay the extra cent before they could
Hardeman, St. Louis.
Gregg.
O. H. Scott, Lincoln, Neb; Mrs.
Henry H. Kramer, Chamita; J. M.
Wyman, Hutchinson; J. W. Smith, To-pek- a;
William H. Jons, St. Louis.
Coronado.
J. M. Hartly and son, Buckman;
B. P. Greenlover , Sulphur Springs;
H. A. Lucero, Jemez Springs.
eral hundred nice government ottl-- Sew Mexicoget their mail, and that these letterswere being written by some of the etaces. The presiaem win nave ap-
pointment of a boiler inspector gen young men of the institute. The suTickets at Union Depot. eral and two assistants. The inter-
state Commerce Commission can ap perintendent
took the men to task,
and asked them to be more liberal in
point the three hundred local inspect- -
... , ., . j. f rt the future.
orS Without me miervenuun ui uiicF. H. McBRIDE, AGENT. Mrs. Emma Gonzales, who is a
member of the Teacher's Institute,
has had a wide and varied expe-
rience in teaching, was educated in
England and Germany, taught school
in various towns in England, came
WWiflil8rTw'ill'l"l"wfaa
civil service. Incidentally, the ins-
pectors by exercising their right to
withdraw locomotives from service at
any time for tests and inspection
would have it in their power se-
riously to crippled the operation of
the railroads.
Effective June 2nd, 1910
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
ASBURY PARK $73.70
BOSTON $77.95
CHICAGO $50.35
DETROIT $60.35
HOT SPRINGS $44.60
KANSAS CITY $35.35
ST. LOUIS $44.35
NEW YORK $75.15
to the Uited States when quite a girl,
taught in several of the eastern states
Enjoying equal popularity with tne and then moved to New Mexico and
ALL SORTS OF LEGISLATION
TO REGULATE RAILROADS.
Congressmen Who Have Strange Ideas
on the Subject or Introduce Freak
Bills to Please Their Constituents
Washington, D. C, June 22.Of tha
thirty-fou- r thousand bills that Con-
gress has been asked to enact into
law at the present session one hun-
dred and twenty-tw- o affect railroads
exclusively. Omitting the d
"Administration Bill" this long list, of
proposed measures covers a wide
range, restricting the power to make
and collect rates, dictating methods
of operation, and in many instances
simply requiring railroads to do the
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
Call up 'Phone 9
boiler inspection idea is the attempt took up her iome iQ nortaern Santa
to restore the late lamented pass to Fe county For the past fourteen
its former vogue. Seven bills have years ghe has taught ln the northern
been introduced to give certain pn- - SanU F county districts. She is an
vileged classes the right to ride free. applicant for a first gra,ie certifi- -
These range all the way from Confe- - cate
derate veterans to publishers. The students of the Institute are
Still another proposed measure is fortunate in having am0ng their num--
one providing for "full crews." Four ber & m Rebecca E Wilklow,
bills have introduced on this subject, wno hag had yery, wide experience,
and four more limiting the hours that having teught R Indiana New Mex.
a railroad man is to be permitted to ico Oregon Idaho aand also Alaska,
labor. One of these bills, introduced Mrg Wilklow has taken up her home
nrecise things they now do of theirWhen in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished own free will. An example of this11
RATES RIGHT.
work of supererogation is found in
the bills of Senator Burkett, of Ne-
braska, and Cummins of Iowa, and Re-
presentative Coudrey of Missouri, re-
quiring the railroads to carry 105
pounds of baggage free for an adult
passenger. The railroads have done
this for years.
A still more notable example of
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
BETWEEN
Santa Fe & El Paso
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.
For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. Call
at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.
CHAS. CLOSSOPiDon Caspar Avenue
by Representative Murphy or mis- - Jn the Tesuque valiey, and has de- -
souri, imposes a penaty of $200 for cided tQ teach during the wmter
permitting any employe to work more months
thana eight hours without taking a yesterday afternoon Mrs. li. A.
rest of sixteen hours. Harvey visited the institute and made
Other proposed laws require sleep- - a short auuress t0 the techers on the
ing cars to be equipped with, safes, subject of temperanace. Among other
'
things she stated that a saloon keeper
-
toJd that lntoxJcatillg liquors
alone cost the Territory eight mil
lion dollars per year, that one third of
this amount went to the manufacturermm one third for transportation and the
There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill the bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
Bince appearance today is ol such
"
other third was paid by the consu-
mers to curse them, their wives and J. G. EADS,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
their children. '
Mrs. Harvey brought three peti
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GREATER THAN ENGLISH DUKE. BLANKS
afl ttrough the fiaya following, ne
kept pretty cloBe to her. Miss Jane
was In a state of mind. It was plain
as a pikestaff that that man Henshaw
'as making up to Sister Abby Ab-
by who had never before tolerated
anybody's courting.
"Hp IllllSt haro ,o,'it.tiurl tier
An Organized
Epidemic
Heart Strength
Heart Strength, or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
tren?th. or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Pos-itively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in it-
self, actually diseased. It is almost always ahidden tiny little nerve that really is all at faultThis obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continueto fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have
these same controlling nerves.This clearly explains why as a medicine. Dr.
Bhoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocat-
ing heart distress. Dr. Snoop's Restorative this
Dopular prescription is alone directed to these
a " and wasting nerve centers. It builds;
J- gthens: it oflers real, genuine heart help.If you would have strong Hearts, strong
strengthen these Inervea
them as needed, with
Dr. Shoop'sRestorative
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
church militant when, in the garden,
he cut. off the ear of one of that party
that had come out to attack the Sa-
vior."
Qualified to Vote.
Returning to the statehood problem
the speaker said that it is safe to say-tha- t
the Christian Brothers are edu-
cating the youth of New Mexico and
making that youth qualified to vote
intelligently on matters that will come
up before citizens of a state. Contin-
uing, he said:
"Young men, be proud that you are
American citizens.' for the title of an
American citizen is the proudest on
earth. (Applause.) Jt is better and
a nobler thing to be an American
citizen than an English duke. (Ap-
plause.) Those dukes and such fel
lows are born into their rights and j
privileges and tliey have to be loyal
to a man born unto the crown. You
boys have no such servitude. Yon
vote for the man you think is quali- -
fied to be president and if you do not;
like his career you vote for another
man. The same in
.selecting our law
makers. We get rid of them by the
ballot if we find they are undesir
able. (Laughter.) If they don't do
what we tell 'em we put them out.
Advice to Young Men.
- alll not gojng t0 load you down
with advice and maxims. You have
'had' a good moral training here and
I believe you have come to realize
that a good Catholic will be a good
American citizen. There is one thing
I wish to impress on you boys, now, ,
(Continued From Page One.)
Montoya of Albuquerque for thf Ju-
nior Elocution Contest was won by
Earl J. Haley. Next in merit. Luis
Samauiego.
As Brother James called out the
name of the winner of a medal, the
happy young man walked up to the
stage and received the gold symbol
from the hands of the Archbishop who
congratulated the recipient as the
audience cheered to the echo.
This little ceremony was repeated
again and again and it was noted that
one of tine pupils, J. Felipe Hubbell
literally "had medals hanging to
him" when the exercises were over.
The medals were beautifully engrav-
ed by the well known jeweler, S.
Spitz, of this city.
Archbishop Speaks.
The Archbishon. the vicar general
and Brother James were still seated j
on the stage when His Grace in-- j
troduced the speaker of the evening
saying: "The Brother director has
asked me to perform a task and I have
accepted it for the simple reason that
it is a very easy one. It is a pleas-
ure to introduce to you the Hon.
Judge Morrison who will deliver the
commencement address."
This announcement was followed
by cheers as it is well known that
Judge Morrison has two sons, alumni
of St. Michael's and the judge has
been a warm friend of the institution
since 1881 when he came to Santa Fe.
Judge Speaks.
Judge Morrison arose and at once
launched into a speech delivered with
his characteristic vigor and ringing
with patriotic sentiments toward
church and state.
He said in substance:
"Most Reverend Archbishop, Rev-
erend Fathea-sj- , Venerable Brothers,
College Students and ladies and gen-
tlemen:
"The history of the Spanish people
in these mountains nas never been
written. It cannot be written. Oh
but if these mountains could speak, j
what would they not say of the ter-
rors faced by that heroic band of ex
plorers who braved both hostile In-- 1
dian and ferocious beast to live in
tttiis region. What would they not say I
of that wonderful heroism displayed
that tenacity of purpose, that unbend-
ing will to accomplish the great work
they planned or die in the attempt.
(Applause). How they existed, God
only knows.
"We do know, however, my friends,
that those people remained faithful to
God in all kinds of tribulation. It is
easy to say today that Ihose people
were ignorant. How could they be
otherwise. There were no schools
here to teach their children and to
seek an education they had to go by
muleback to St. Louis fighting their
way past hostile bands of Indians and
multitudes of savage beasts.
American Flag Comes.
"In the course of time God sent the
American flag to New Mexico. It was
the first government the Spanish peo-
ple ever had that paid any attention
to tQie Spanish settlers here. It has
been said, and I think truly, that the
people here under the Spanish rule
were robbed, under the Mexican
they were neglected and only
under the stars and stripes did they
get justice and attention. (Cheers.)
"If the Spanish government that
ruled this country was Catholic it
gave very little evidence of its
Catholicity and I do not hesitate to
say so. (Applause.) There may be
some question as to the justice of the
war with Spain but as for the war
with Mexico, good came out of evil
and we are here to benefit by it.
Statehood.
"And now, my friends, after a strug-
gle of sixty years, we people of New
Mexico have arrived at the threshold
of statehood. (Cheers and shouts of
"Hurrah for Taft".) You may well '
Printed and foi sale by New Mexi-fa- n
Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate, sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, sheet.
Proof of Labor, sheet.
Notice of Mining Location. sheet.
Title Bond and Lase of Mining
Property, sheet.
Placer Mining Location, 1- -1 sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet
Mining Deed. sheet.
Mining Lease. 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement, 2
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney, Non-Miner- Af-
fidavit and Corroborating Non-Miner-
Affidavit, 2 sheet.
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice, 4 sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment. 2 sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals rearing Ven-
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand. 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
sheet.
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- -
corded Brand, sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'- -
Recorded Brand, 2 sheet.
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet.
Sheep Contract. 2 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
(J. P.), 2 sheet.
Bond of Appearance, (District
Court), 2 sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report, 2 sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet.
Complaint, Criminal 4 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-
plaint, 1-- 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- -
mons, 1-- 4 sheet.
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
tainer, 1-- 4 sheet.
Replevin Writ, 1-- 4 sheet.
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Warrant, 4 sheet.
Commitment, 1-- 4 sheet. '
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
1--4 sheet.
Execution, 1-- 4 sheet.
Summons, 4 sheet.
Subpoena, 4 sheet.
J. P. Complaint, 'A sheet.
Capias Complaint, 1--4 sheet.
Search Warrant, 2 sheet
School Blanks.
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet.
Contract for School Teacher, 1-- 2
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea-
chers, 1-- 4 sheet.
Oaths of School Director, 1-- 4 sheet.
Certificate of apportionment of
School Funds, 1-- 2 sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 1-- 4 sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report, 1-- 4 sheet.
District Clerks' Annual Report, 1-- 1
sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry, 1-- 2 sheet.
Non-Miner- Affidavit, 1-- 2
sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Claimant,
full sheet.
NOTICE.
Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application 449.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 2, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
12th day of May, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws of
1907, E. K. Norment, of Santa Fe,
however, as you are about to leave would be qujte enough tQ keep herthe college free from temptations and like a Udy Husbands were but wor-g- o
out into the world, full of tempt a-- 1 rips mnsf nf th timf Ae nhM(,rpn
FOR RENT-Hayne- s. Furnished room. Mrs.
FOR RENT Furnished room. Use
of bath. Lady only. 107 Johnson St.
FOR RENT One six-roo- house
furnished or unfurnished. D. 3.
FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.
FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at 2 IS San Francisco street.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.
FURNISHED ROOMS Exceptional-
ly well ventilated, large rooms, home
surroundings, reasonable. 271 Palace
avenue.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex-
perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
uigar uo., cieveiand, u.
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
exnense tn learn trade nf electricftv
automobiles phliribingi bricklaying by
actual work on contract jobs. Only
i few months required; 200 students last
jyear. Catalogue free. United Trade
; Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
i TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted und'? repaired. New
platens furnished, liilitions and supplies
Typewriters sold, exchanged and rented
j Standard makes handled. All repair work
j and typewriters iruaranteed. Santa Fe
i Typewriter Exchange'
County of Santa Fe, Territory of New
Mexico, made an appplication to the
j Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
' public waters of the Territory of New
i Mexico.
i Such appropriation is to be made
from Rio Grande at a point Dam No.
1 Sec. 21 T. 17 N. R, G E Dam No. 2
j Sec. 4 T. 1G N. R. 6 E. by means of
diversion and storage and COO cu. ft.
per second and 41,657 acre feet is to
be be conveyed to dams located as
above described by means of pipe-
lines, reservoirs, etc., and there used
i for power water being Teturned to
river about 800 feet below dams above
ucscnueu.
The Territorial Engineer will take
' this application up for consideration
j on the 1st day of September, 1910, and
j all persons who may oppose the grant-- j
ing of the above application must file
j their objections substantiated with
(properbly backed with appli-- I
cation number,) with the Territorial
Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRIANS
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, re-
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 west-boun- also takes
passengers for No. 2 east-boun- d pass-
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa P'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
I's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con-
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-boun-
and Nos. 4 and 8 east-boun- Return-
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
a m.
Train arrives from the north at 3:35
p. in.
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:15 a. n
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 1
m.
6, 7, 8, 1910
First Annual
DOG
SHOW
Secretary.
By MARTHA McCULLOCH -- WILLIAMS
(Copyright, Vt) by Associated Literary
I'xeaa.)
Minerva's name was one of Fate's
subtlest ironies the girl was so far,
so very far, from wise. Indeed, she
knew no more than to be sweet and
bidable to crabbed
They were the Grimley sisters who
had taken her, as they said daily, out
of charity, and to whom she served
for hands, feet and eyes. She was
rated sharply if she talked back,
which was seldom, since she had rath-
er a talent for silence than for speech.
The sisters were not consciously un-kindit was just that they had fallen
into the way of fretting at everything.
Life had defrauded them of the nat-
ural outlets husbands and children.
Therefore, they made the most of such
small worries as remained to maiden
gentlewomen.
Minerva came to them when she
was ten. For the next eight years
her appetite and her trick of breaking
things, especially those she was han-
dling with utmost care, had served as
vital grievances. But since she wa9
full grown she ate much less, and
hardly ever let fall anything, no mat-
ter how fragile or precious; hence,
the Miss Grimleys had had to invent
a new sin for her. They had chosen
to find it in her possible future hus-
band. According to their notion, she
was always intent upon matrimony,
and scheming to ensnare whatever
masculine person chance threw in her
way
The young circuit rider, for exam-
ple; Jim Mace, the constable, who
rode by the big gate every day; the
two Leonards, who farmed the lower
place; even the young feow clerklng
over at the crossroads hadn't he ac- -
tually tried to get board at the Grim-le- y
mansion? Dr. Bell, the one per-
son who dared speak up to the sis-
ters, rated them soundly for such sus-
picions. No wonder, he said, poor
Minerva, as shy and modest as any
white rose, was awkward, almost rude,
indeed, to all the young fellows she
encountered, and therefore likely to
die an old maid.
Miss Jane and Miss Abby nodded
approval there. Minerva was to have
everything when thev were .rone it
they shook their heads and sighed.
Clearly, in their judgment, a woman
was lucky to escape such things. Look
at Minerva herself! Where would
she be now if the Grimley's had not
chosen that better part?
Dr. Bell, who had a tongue as rough
and a heart as warm as his great coat,
growled at them. After a while, be-
ing a strategist, he did something else
something which, at first blush,
made him laugh a great shouting
laugh. When his wife asked the
meaning of it, he said enigmatically:
"Oh, I'm going to cure some chronic
cases by provoking an epidemic."
And that was all she could get out
of him, no matter how hard she tried.
She could not try very hard, since,
like the rest of the neighborhood, she
was giving all her mind to the coming
session of the synod.
It was to be a great occasion, min-
isters, their wives, sons and daugh-
ters, were coining by the score. Their
number would not be too great, how-
ever, for the countryside's hospitality.
With no provocation whatever from
the church, Dr. Bell fixed it so the
Grimleys would have rather more
than a double share of the clerical in-
flux: Namely, Deacon Brown and his
wife; Dr. Henshaw, a pulpit Samson,
just beginning to look about him over
the edges of weeds not yet rusty;
yuns ee' uul yel CUUJ lo 11111 or'
tne guests ma not suspect it least or
all those fated to sit at meat with the
Grimleys.
Miss Jane was a famous cook. Miss
awfty the tide of hspitable im
pulse, they showed for what they were
excellent gentlewomen, of the first
rank.
As for Minerva, she fairly bloss-
omed. Even the most callous onlook-
er saw In her a new creature. She
was so radiant, indeed, that, before
three days were out' Prof- - Balderson,
a seasoned bachelor, made up his
mind to marry her if he could. He
changed his mind after good Sister
Brown had let fall words of wisdom.
"It's providential," she said, nod-
ding toward Minerva and young Lee.
"If ever anybody was cut out for a
pastor's wife, It's that sweet girl
and I'm mighty glad to believe both
of them have found it out."
Slight observations brought the pro-
fessor himself to the same belief. For
f an as rtW down crest- -ha, tan Via ... 1, 1 1 . .1 nnAT Zi,k,Tfl 1 B.5"of Miss nothing to do
It But certainly that afternoon, and
that's an the way I can account for
it." Fiie confided, almost weeping, to
the professor upon Saturday after-
noon.
"Something ought to be done
about it, it's ridiculous at her time
of ''' I don't understand it a bit."
"No but it may be the cooking.
Dr. Hmshaw's a good man, but not
wholly above earth," the professor
comforted wisely. "Besides, I can
Quite understand a man's loneliness
is something dreadful. He has just
about had time to find out how much
he misses his wife. In fact he is
worse off than I who have been lone-
ly so many years."
"Well! It was just because you
chose to he," Miss Jane snapped
thpn could have bitten her tongue.
The professor positively beamed
over her intimation. "I wonder if you
can be in the right," he murmured.
"Honestly, now, dear Miss Jane, if if
I found myself greatly attracted by a
most superior woman of suitable age,
do you think I should have any
chance?"
"You'll have to find out for you-
rselfone woman nevex knows about
another," Miss Jane retorted, but with
a blush that would have done credit, to
Minerva.
The professor took her hand. "But
suppose it is not another?" he
asked. "Suppose I dare raise my eyes
to you?"
If Miss Jane had felt what was com-
ing, the sudden certainty of it over-
whelmed her. For the first and last
time she fainted outright and most
gracefully, notwithstanding her hun-
dred and fifty pounds, upon the pro-
fessor's shoulder.
Minerva came running to them, ex-
claiming anxiously. "Fetch Dr. Bell!
And keep Aunt Abby away!"
Afternoon service was just about to
begin in the stir and confusion of
getting the crowd inside the church it
was easy to mask Miss Jane's faint as
something else.
"Oh, I I turned my ankle," she,
herself, said, sniffing the salts Sister
Brown held under her nostrils.
"Then we must take you straight
home," the professor said, as one in
authority, looking into her eyes while
he nodded toward Minerva and her
sweetheart.
Miss Jane began to say faintly,
"Abby where is she?" but Sister
Brown checked her with a significant
smile.
"Don't you worry about Miss Abby,"
she said. "Just let them put you in
the barouche and go along. Dr. Hen-shaw'- ll
see to it your sister gets home
all right."
Then Dr. Bell exploded. When he
could speak for laughing, he said,
wringing Miss Jane's hand heartily,
and beaming on the professor:
"It has worked splendidly. Get
home all of you. I'll tell Abby ev-
erything and make her likewise tell
me."
"What has worked?" Miss Jane de-
manded, suddenly forgetting her
turned ankle and stamping her foot.
The doctor looked quizically from her
to Minerva, then on to the professor
and young Lee, whence his eyes wan-
dered to Miss Abby and her prize,
just now coming up to them.
"My organized epidemic," he said,
with another great laugh. "Of matri-mone-
,to be sure it hurt my feel-
ings to see three fine wives going to
waste."
For once Miss Jane had no word
ready the professor was likewise si-
lent. But young Lee spoke up man-
fully:
"You were exactly right, doctor
and no man could have done a better
deed."
"So, I can say: 'Bless you, my chil-
dren!' all round?" the doctor queried.
Young Lee's eyes twinkled. "Sure
thing," he said. "You see Dr. Hen-
shaw begged me to fix things with
Minerva, so Miss Abby would have no
excuse to make him wait."
"She didn't think of me. I suppose,"
Miss Jane said, sighing. The others
smiled. Sister Brown spoke for all of
them. "No she didn't forget you."
she said. "But all of us have seen
how it would be this last three days."
Opposed Taking of Census.
The first census in history was that
taken of the Jews by David who
counted all males over 20 with their
cattle. The procedure aroused the
wrath of the people and it was cur-
rently believed that God punished the
race for the impiety involved. Later
censuses were quite as unpopular, and
even in America in the eighteenth cen-
tury a great deal of opposition to the
scheme was caused by the govern-
ment's proposal to count heads. Gov.
Hunter of New York, in 1712, attempt-
ed to make a census, but abandoned
the idea after he had it well started.
A few years later the New Jersey gov-
ernment attempted the same task, but
also gave it up because of the oppo-
sition among the people, who still
clung to the belief that the Almighty
objected to the enumeration,
Growth of Candy Industry.
The immense chocolate candy indus-
try is an outgrowth of French colon-
ists in Venezuela and Trinidad experi-
menting in French bonbons and s
(nuggets), so dear to the French
palate. From France this chocolate
candy has spread all over the world
and may run for the money a race
with the tobacco habit.
Varying Weight of Bees.
The French honey bees weigh about
1,600 to the pound, but the wild bees
of Russia are so light that it takes
6,000 of them to weigh a pound.
tions. Just this word of advice, boys,
keep out of the saloons. (Prolonged
applause.) Don't go near them (more
applause), for you will find in the
world enough troubles to be looked
after without this saloon trouble, this
awful drink evil."
Concluding the judge paid a tribute
to the 'fair sex, saying that after all
good and gallant men will admit that
there is only one finer and nobler
creation than the American boy and
that is the American girl. This sally
was received with shouts of applause
and waving of handkerchiefs and hats,
which kept up until the college or-
chestra wras well into the Willow-Grov- e
March, which was the final
number on the program.
INCREASED RUN OF
CATTLE AT KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City Stock Yards, June 22.
Total cattle receipts here last week
jumped up to 49,000 head, an increase
of 18,000 head over the week previous.
An extraordinary run of quarantine
cattle last week accounts for the
greater part of the increase, and the
natural increase in supply of grass
cattle from native territory at this
season each week, together with an
unusual number of well finished na- -
tive cattle, are responsible for the
balance of the increase. Two of these
faf,tors werG eliminated last week-- as
natives wi1 become more scarce all
cheer for I want to tell you that fa,r as their future effect on the sup. Prof. Balderson, famed for persuad-thi- s
is the greatest boom that could be ; piy is concerned, namely finished ing money into college channels; and
the and amation. how me uucior manageatime, balance of the summer
all this is not known. He was almostthe quarantine supply will not befour! unscrupulous when it came to carry-week- snearly as heavy for three or
inS out a Plan- - At Ieast two otherahead as it was last week.
Grass cattle from quarantine territory . households were full of bitter jealousy
are not moving freely yet, and the big over tne Parceling out of guests, but
conferred on us. I am 78 years or age ,
but I hope to live to vote in New Mex-
ico for a president of the United
States just like other people in other
states are going to do. (Applause.)
Tribute to Mgr. Lamy.
Referring to the great work accom-
plished here along educational and re- -
lieious lines bv Archbishon. Lamy. the
"
-
speaker said:
"Why, I can almost see Archbishop
Lamy the streets to-- , Aby was Past mistress at preserving,passing through steers sold between $8 and $8.50 last
day (Applause.) He was the Apostle week, and that class remained steady! Minerva made cake that was simly
of the Southwest. He came here a for the week, but farther down the
' heavenly, and black Susan was a mtra-gre-
of efficient strength in the kitchen.man for a great occasion and jine declines set in, until bottom c,e
God made him for the work. It was steers showed a loss of 25 to 50 cents So tne visitors rejoiced that their lines
he who brought the Christian Broth- - jCOws and heifers off almost as much,ihad fallen as the nad- - Indeed, all
ers to New Mexico." (Shouts of ap- - calves 50 to 75 lower, stackers and through synod week they could not
plause.) feeders tending downwards. j enough in praise and gratitude to
The judge then read from a work Tne hog market closed last week j their hostesses. As a consequence,
by Father Defouri on the history of j practically unchanged from close of Miss Jane and Miss Abby forgot
Lamy and tJhe trials and ' rwpvi week on an a.vern hut! er to scold or to suspect. Carried
THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND RESOURCES EXPOSITION.
ALBUQUERQUE
,rn of cake fed steers from Texas,
w. week uinst. nhnnt rlme that. v.i-- !.
riety of cattle up for this season. A j
relatively large number of native!
during the week heavies had lost all
0f eir premium over lighter weights
:and a little more, and hogs under 200;
pounds in weight now lead by a small
margin. Bacon houses are unable to
get enough material to make tlheir
brands of standard quality, and their
rilfflviiltv (a likelv tn Vieromfi erentpr.
a5 average weights are increasing. As'
i
.k. 0 t ,v,iuug ars lc Ifcuoi iu feci, outu tt JUUU j
nrnft ,. tn w t r,r00.'
nattve8 at western markets, many of
them inferior in quality, account for
tttie collapse of the market.
tribulations of the religious who first
came nere. continuing he sato,
midst ripples of laughter:
"in tnose aays, boys, there were
no library cars, no observation cars,
no dining and palace and sleeping'
cars, why there were no cars at all.
(Laughter.) It was a six or seven
weeks' trip from Kansas City. The
tn pome. out. here in those, davs
had to be members of the church t
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5,
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMPORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
militant. (Laughter.) Yes, they had to ent, this condition will likely remain,
fight their way." Supply here today 7,000 head, market
Likes Church Militant. j 15 higher.
Judge Morrison then raised a storm jast week was one of disaster in
of laughter and applause in which the tne live mutton trade, particularly on
clergy joined by adding: j iambs which lost ?1 to $1.50 per hun- -
"As for me, give me the church ared) 'whiie mutton grades of sheep
militant!" Continuing the judge iost 50 to 75 cents. The run of
fired a shot at England, saying: "I sprmg iamDS from Kentucky and Ten-com- e
from a fighting race. My family i nessee at eastern markets was ex-- REDUCED
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other Information
.J. FT. O'RIELLY. JOHN B. McMANUS
was engaged in the occupation of!cessive last week and a big run of
fighting old England for 300 years.
(Laughter.) Three (hundred Moody,
years. St. Peter, belonged to the
President.
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commented on by tihe letter receiving that all archaeological remains uncov-- .
,j i ered in works of building and ditchingMinor City Topics
Warranty Deed Recorded A war-
- in and about Santa Fe be carefully
preserved. This is especially so off r.nntinued From Pane fvun.S
skeletons for no other evidence'CASH NO 4No. 4
days and says that New Mexico horses
are as good as any to be had.
Appraisers Make Report.
The appraisers apointed in the con-
demnation proceedings of the Santa
Fe Irrigation Company against J. S.
Candelario for about 25 acres of un-
cultivated lands to be covered by the
Arroyo Hondo reservoir No. 3, five
miles south of Santa Fe, have award-
ed the defendant $75 for the tract.
The appraisers were Frank. Owen, J.
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub
in operation. S. F. Water & Light
Co.
throws so much light on the problems
of the earliest inhabitants of this
region, the ancestry of the Pueblo In-
dians and kindred questions. It is
rani v deed was recorded from Jonn
W Cook and wife to Benjamin
for the S 1-- 2 NW 4 and
the X 2 SW 1-- Sec. 2, 15 X, 11 E,
for lt'iO acres less ten acres sold to the
Santa Fe railroad.' The consideration
was $100.
We clean your house thoroughly
hoped that all such remains will be j
piaced in the museum where they can j
........ : u; .;tv . iue seientiticauy studied and meirWltnoui removing aiiiin'iyi - i - . ; W. Mayes and Leo Hersch.
All owing bills to Mrs. J. P. Lyng
will please settle with Miss Lucy
Sena at the old stand, 220 San Fran-
cisco St. Mrs. Lyng.
See Who'll Win her heart at the
Elks' tonight. It is great. Will keep
you laughing and guessing.
Big Shipment of Blankets The
ARROYO HONDO IRRIGATION DAM
GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a dz ORANGES 20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges seed 6-- 2
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in ve- -
(Continued From Page One
to complete the project are in dead
earnest to make it a winner, which
nerienced men who understand the vauie mane mo.u. v,uiC,.BC,
business, for the small price of one are utterly lost. The
museum and
what it contains belongs to all thedollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
people. It exists solely for their bene- -
"
'.fit and if all join in its upbuilding itBox Rents Notice was posted in can become a great institution torthe postoffice today that all box rents public education. When remains are
must be paid before the first of tlie'j .
.found, if the museum is notified, a
month or the boxes will be closed.
member of its staff will go at onceThree months ago when this order j . .to assist in recovering them and pre- -was put up it was ignored by many .ParmS tnem tor removal. Valuablebox renters with the consequence
specimens are often damaged bey onthat they had to get their mail at the
covery by careless or unskillfulwindow on the first of the month as handling, and, moreover in everythe postal officials have no discretion
will mean the settlement of several
thousand people eventually in the ba-
sin of the Hondo and an addition of
Santa Fe 'Trail Curio Company hasjjust received a big shipment of Na-- j
vajo blankets.
Cafeteria Supper The Woman's
Aid Society of the First Presbyterian)
church will give a cafeteria supper ati
Library hall Thursday, June 23, be-- !
ginning at 6 o'clock. j
If your house needs cleaning phone
us and we will do the rest. S. F. Wa-- '
ter & Light Co.
Buys Mrs. Breeden's Home An!
agreement was recorded in the pro-- j
bate clerk's office today showing that
Mrs. Grace B. Breeden has sold to.
getaoles. half a million dollars a year to tihetrade of Santa Fe, that is if local
businessmen are alert to theirP11I8 ft. 4. F. ANDREWS case there are certain observationsin this matter. that .should be made on the ground
while the specimen is in place, by one
who is accustomed to such work. InSANTA FE. FORT SUMNER CELEBRATESPASSAGE OF STATEHOOD BILL.!the study of ancient life, nothing is
herClarence O. Harrison for $1,900 more instructive than the phenomena
connected with burial. In the position
(Continued from Page One.)
north of the iron bridge) Abiquiu and in which the body was placed, theSPECIAL
SALE
SPECIAL
SALE LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES
Ojo Caliente. These walls evidently met;hod of wrapi)jng, the disposition
survived the partial destruction of the 0 object3 about the dead the people
palace m iosu. gave expvession to their thougiht.3 con
e have iust received our new Stock of thisW "None of these towns were occupied cenring those questions which haveat the time when the Santa Fe valley been through all the ages, as they are
was first seen by white men. All today the ones most compelling andSPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
were in ruins but the evidences at most baffling to the human mind. If
Special to the New Mexican.
Fort Sumner, N. M., June 22. Fort
Sumner celebrated. Anvils boomed,
torches blazed, small boys yelled,
women sang, and business men made
speeches.
J. H. Keeling presided over a "short
order" celebration that overtopped all
high marks for local enthusiasm.
Good will, confident expectancy, and a
broad-minde- d determination to forget
party and pull for a greater New
Mexico that the Fort Sumner valley
may share in the results of the just
development of the great southwest
was the keynote of the speeches.
Among the speakers were J. H. Keel-
ing, who unfurled the flag, A. P. Ana-y- a
and Isaac Sandoval who spoke
hand justify the beliet that II one viewed in this light a skeleton or a
property on Palace avenue.
Do away with "Blue Monday" and
have your washing done by electricity,
S. F. Water & Light Co.
High Altitude Cook Books for Sale;
The Woman's Aid Society of the j
First Presbyterian church have placed
a number of their high altitude cook j
books on sale at the Winter Grocery
Co., and Frank Andrews. Price 25
cents.
Sole and exclusive agents for Rich- - j
mond Electric Suction Cleaner. S. F.
Water & Light Co.
Wedding Licenses Wedding bells;
still ring. Deputy Probate Clerk San-- 1
doval has issued a license to Florence
'A. Hunt aged 19 and J. C. Hendel.j
could have stood upon the spot where j mummy ceases to !be simply an object
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO
the city now stands, looking east from 0( morbid curiosity and becomes one
the site of the Cnurch of Our Lady0f serious, thoughtful interest."
of Guadalupe, five hundred years ago, ;
there would have been seen on what GOVERNOR MILLS STARTS
we call Fort Marcy hill, an Indian FQR HOME TOMORROW.
town of considerable size, consisting,
of one large terraced pueblo and ""' ReceivesAct, Governor Jaffa An-o- r
more smaller buildings near by, a othep Message From Himkiva or sanctuary of the circular .sub- - j Quiet at Capital.lerranean type on the bench half way
down the hill side; souuh of the riv-- j Actl Governor Jaffa has received
er, on San Miguel slope, a small pueb-'- a telegram from Governor William J.lo two sf&ries high, and passing back Mn,8 gtating that he expectg to start
and forth from these two towns to for ganta Fe in tw0 Qr three flthe river, then considerably larger jg figured out that he will thereforethan the water withnow, carriers leaye tomorrow or next day as thetheir ollas on their heads. In theim e WM sent yesterday. The
where the historic Oldforeground, governor has been in WashingtonPalace has undergone the vicissitudes lookin after ilnportant matters andof nearly three centuries, would have als0 wm tQ Ngw Hayen to gee hisbeen a cluster of ruined wallsseen ;son duate Mrs. MUte and Miss
and rounded the remainsmounds, ofjMadellne Mms were aso at New Ha- -
EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
partly in Spanish, E. L. Bernard and
W. G. McCanne, the wfheel horses in
the industrial development of the
beautiful Fort Sumner valley, L. D.
Beckwith, secretary of . the Commer-
cial association and Mrs. Beckwith,
who was the only woman found that
had voted for president, and John
Taylor, whose speech,
"And there's a man who has had more
to do with it than any one, except
tflie president W. H. Andrews!"
brought an outburst of enthusiasm in
recognition of his services.
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Red Phone 100 Phone Red 100
T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
aged 22, both of Denver, and to Lil-
lian Luke, aged 23, of Salida, and
Howard K. Arnold, aged 31, of Pueb-
lo.
Grays Leave Saturday With a
broad smile on his face Mr. Kerr the
baseball enthusiast, announced today
that the matter of the transportation
of the Salmon Grays for their Colo-
rado tour has been finally arranged
. and that the boys will leave here Sat-
urday.
Any one using brooms can afford
Electric Suction Cleaner. Phone us
and our representative will call and
explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.
Everybody, sometime in their life
have been jealous, compare your jeal- -
ousy with "The Price of Jealousy"
jat the Elks tonight.
Janitor's Salary Raised Postmas-te- r
E. C. Burke has received authority
from Washington to raise the salary
of the postoffice janitor $100 a year.
Mr. Burke has also received word
that the postal force will be increas-
ed by one extra man. The dispatch
with which mail is being handled at
the local postoffice is being favorably
REPORT ON PREPARATION
OF MISSIONARIES.
an earlier town, over which some of
the earliest houses of Santa Fe were
doubtless built.
"Such is our conception of 'Pre-his-tor-
Santa Fe' and for it there is
abundant documentary and archae-
ological evidence. In this form it
will be presented by Mr. Lotave In
the first of a cycle of paintings now
being executed for the historic corri-
dor in the Archaeological Museum In
the Old Palace representing the prin-
cipal epochs of the civilization of this
ven to attend the commencement ex-
ercises of Yale University.
Quiet reigned at the capitol today.
The corporations had taken a day off
and filed no applications to do busi-
ness in the territory and no appli-
cants for the office of notary public
were heard from.
R. F. Asplund, of the education de-
partment is in Belen today attending
the institute there and will go to Las
Vegas before he returns home.
Inspector E. E. Van Horn has just
satisfaction assured
HH5I CLASS corrick--s hack line skst5
Edinburgh, Scotland, June 22. At
today's session of the World Mission-
ary conference, the general subject
of preparation for work among non-Onristi-
people was discussed. The
report of the commission on "Prepa-
ration of Missionaries," was present-
ed by Chairman Rev. Dr. W. Douglass
McKenzie, president of the Hartford
Theological seminary, at Hartford,
Connecticut.
Prop
HACK SERVICE PopilarPrices Bllies and Sa(e Hrses
place. ' returned from Taos where he went on
"It is of the greatest Importance .business. He rode 210 miles in three
c C
ii Jnlls,
c i HUTFITTIP
Smart!
nappy!
BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR. You
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement
that is so different from the ordinary.
UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for
Summer. All sizes.
CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.
Guaranteed Hosiery. -
Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
the friendship. - -
COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns' Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - -
COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many
handsome patterns
Different!
We can't begin to tell you of the exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing.
5.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
The Store
of Quality
a esse
